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Engineerinq education has lonq been recoqnized as a major force for 
economic growth. The creation of a vigorous, highly profitable, rapidly 
expandinq industrial development which will brinq substantial increases in 
per capita income, diversify and stabilize the economic base of the State, 
and provide attractive jobs for an expanding oopulation will depenrl 
larqely on the attraction of "qrowth industries" to the State. These 
growth industries are achieved through and thrive on innovation. Innova-
tion depends essentially upon the creative talents of enqineers and 
applied scientists. 
The Blue-Ribbon ColllTlission on the Future of Florida's Public Univer-
sities presented its report to the Board of Regents during the year. This 
report has been reviewed and editorialized in many of the major newspapers 
in the State under the various captions: FUTURE IS HITCHED TO OUR UNIVER-
SITITES (Fort Myers News-Press), CHALLENGE TO QUALITY (St. Petersburg 
Times), FLORIDA'S UNIVERSITIES: BUILD ON FOUNDATION (The Pensacola News), 
ACHING PLETHORA (Gainesville Sun), FLORIDA'S HIGHER EDUCATION SHORTCHANGED 
TOO LONG (The Miami Herald}, UNIVERSITIES AND THE ECONOMY (Lakeland 
Ledqer), UNIVERSITIES' FLAWS TIED TO SOCIETY (Miami News), NEED FOR 
QUALITY IN STATE SCHOOLS MUST BE ADDRESSED (Fort Lauderdale News), and 
HIGHER GOALS NEEDED FOR STATE UNIVERSITIES (Tallahassee Democrat). 
Commenting on the Commission's report, one of these articles cites, 
"An improved university system would help attract more of the clean 
industries Florida needs to assure a healthy economy and environment . 
Moreover, improved universities would serve our economy by bringinq in 
more federal contracts and grants. The point, of course, is that hiqher 
education is truly an investment." · 
A good nucleus of qrowth industries and agencies is now present in 
the Central Florida reqion. Many well known trade mark~ and loqos are 
becominq familiar nei9hbors .... General Electric, Westinghouse, NCR, 
Stromberq-Carlson, Martin-Marietta, Pratt Whitney, Motorola, Exxon, Harris 
Corporation, IBM, Qwip Systems, NRL, NTEC, NASA ... to name a few. It 
should be noted that the presence of these major entities has already led 
to the development of new hiqh technoloqy "spin-offs". 
As professional enqineers and educators, we readily recognize that 
quality universities are important to the enhancement of our industrial 
and economic base. Central Florida is on the verge of becoming the next 
center of qrowth industries. Such centers have tended to evolve around 
major university engineering schools in relatively urban-cultural centers. 
Examples of well established centers include U. S. Route 128 in Boston 
(Harvard and M.I.T.), San Francisco Bay Area (U.C.-Berkley, Stanford), and 
Los Anqeles (.USC, UCLA, Cal. Tech.). Rapidly growing evolvinq centers 
include Phoenix (Arizona State Univ.), Dallas-Fort Worth (SMU, UT-
Arlinqton), N.C. Triangle (Duke, Univ. of N.C. and N.C. State) and Atlanta 
(Ga. Tech.). Several such complexes could develop in Florida, especially 
in the Tampa Bay and Orlando environs. 
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To that ·end the creative efforts of the College of Engineering 
faculty and students (as reflected herein) are dedicated. Personal, pro-
fessional, institutional, and qovernmental policies must facilitate rather 
than obstruct the crucial creative process . . It is anticipated that 
development of the Central Florida Research Park will play a major role in 
the industrial and economic development of the region. 
We are pleased to present herewith the ninth Resume of Research 
Activities of the faculty and students of the College of Engineering. The 
dollar volume of income exceeded $1,000,000 . The number of persons 
involved, the number of sponsored and unsponsored projects, and the number 
of publications and presentations resultinq therefrom all show increases 
over last year. 
I I I 
Robert D. Kersten · 
. Dean 
DEAN'S OFFICE REPORT 
The Colleqe of Enqineerinq experienced another excellent year during 
1979-80. Every siqnificant parameter (e.g. enrollments, faculty, de- · 
qree·s qranted, research income, community service activities, extended 
st~dies activitie~, etc.) showed substantial increases during the year. 
This report describes the more important developments of the year and 
summarizes research activities for the year. · 
Cooperative efforts among all SUS Engineering Colleges (UCF, USF, UF, 
FAU) continued. The UCF Enqineerinq and Industrial Experiment Station 
activities under a letter aqreement with the University of Florida con-
tinued to show improvement. Sponsored research income totaled .$1,062,898 
for the year. The State Technology Application Centers (STAC) program at 
UCF, USF and lJF c9ntinued during the year, partially funded by NASA. 
COE Faculty and Students continue to receive a variety .of scholarly 
and professional recoqnition. The ASME student chapter under the tutelage 
of Dr . Nuckolls is receiving international recoqnition for its Mini-Baja 
vehicle desiqns. See departments reports for additional details. 
Ors. Denning, Gambrell, Hubler, Kersten, Schrader, and Whitehouse 
served on the Enqineer's Council for Professional Development ad hoc 
accreditation visitation committees durinq the year. Dr. Denning served 
on Southern Association for Colleqes and Schools visiting committees 
during the year. Dr. Gambrell serves as a member of the Board of 
Directors of ECPD; Dr. Schrader continued as Executive Vice President of 
AIIE; Dr. Kersten ·continued as Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the 
NSPE Institute for Certification of. Engineering Technicians and served as 
Chairman of the Professional Schools of Enqineerinq Task Force of NSPE. 
Dr. Mclellan served as President of the Florida En~ineerinq Society. 
Dr. A. J. H. Hagedoorn received a USAF/ASEE Summer Faculty Fellowship 
durinq the year. Or. Gambrell served on the Scientific Advisory Group of 
the U. S. Army Test and Evaluation Command and the Board of Trustees of 
Winter Park Memorial Hospital and Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University. 
Ors. Block and Ventre continue to serve at the Florida Solar Energy 
Center. Dr. Nuckolls was named Engineer of the Year and Dr. Bishop was 
honored as Young Engineer of the Year by the Central Florida Chapter of 
the Florida Engineerinq Society. UCF/COE faculty continue to bring 
national recoqnition to the University through many offices and cormiittees 
of numerous technical and professional societies. 
The Florida Leqislature revised the Professional Engineer Reqistra-
tion Law (Chapter 471 F.S.) during 1979. Engineering faculty teaching 
"principles and methods of design" are now required to be registered in 
Florida and the Board of Professional Engineers reconstructed to include 
one enqineerinq educator member. · Governor Graham honored UCF by 
appointing Dean Kersten to this important post. 
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The COE Board of Visitors continued active. A Faculty Honors and 
Awards Banquet was held in conjunction with the winter meetinq of the 
Board of Visitors. Fourteen faculty were honored for ten or more years of 
service to the Colleqe and UCF. This event was a major milestone in 
developing a plan for "the next decade". Aqenda items considered during 
the year were (1) future doctoral level programs, (2) the Quality Improve-. 
ment Proqram, (3) long ranqe planning and (4) qeneral review of UCF 
activities with President Colbourn. Dr. Carmen J. Palermo, Vice President 
of the Harris Corporation served as chairman durinq the year. The Board 
of Visitors continue to be a vital element in the development of COE 
programs. 
The COE remained active with lo other major engineering colleges in 
the Southeastern Consortium for Minorities in Engineering (partially 
funded by the Sloan Foundation) during the year and participated in the 
Career Outreach Awareness Program jointly with FAMU. Minority enrollments 
have increased siqnificantly in the last four years. The College was the 
recipient of a challenqe qrant from the National Fund for Minority 
Enqineerinq Students. Seven minority student scholars will enroll in 
engineerinq departments durinq Fall Quarter 1980 as a result. 
Persons interested in any of the topics included in ·this report are 
invited to contact the Dean's Office or ·the appropriate Principal Investi-
qator. 
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CIVIL ENGINEERING AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES 
DEPARTMENTAL REPORT 
Chairman: M. P. Wanielista 
Faculty: D. L. Block, J. C. Brown, M. M. Calabrese, W. E. Carroll, 
R. H. Faqan, H. H. Harper, R. F. Hayden, D. R. Jenkins, 
R~ 0. Kersten, W. M. Mclellan, S. Mohan, M. I. Muiga, 
B. R. Snyder, J. S. Taylor, Y. A. Yousef 
The Civil Engineerinq and Environmental Sciences Department consisted 
of a sixteen-member faculty durinq the 1979-80 year. Current options 
offered by the Department are in Environmental Enqineering and Civil 
Enqineerinq. In the Sprinq Quarter, nr. Michael I. Muiqa started a leave 
of absence to serve with the World Health Orqani~ation in Africa. Mr. 
Mark M. Calabrese joined our faculty to replace Dr. Muiqa. Dr. Block is 
resident with the Florida Solar Energy Center at Cape Canaveral. 
The CEES department qraduated 23 BSE students and 9 MS, MSE, or MSESM 
students (August 1979 - June 1980). The faculty had $440,000 in grants 
effective during the 1979-80 fiscal year. These grants accounted for 
approximately 4 faculty positions. 
Focused research for the continued development of students and 
faculty . is one of the primary goals that was achieved by the faculty. Dr. 
Yousef, Director of the Environmental Systems Engineerinq Instit~te, con-
tinued work on stormwater impacts from bridge runoff in lake environments. 
Also, Or. Yousef is completinq research on stormwater impacts using 
productivity measures. Information transfer continues for the benefit of 
the Florida and national environments. Dr. Yousef holds the Gordon J. 
Barnett chair which enhances the transfer of information. Also, informa-
tion transfer continues with conferences and workshops. Of note was the 
Florida Federation of harden Clubs' Environmental workshop for high school 
students, the Environmental Protection Aqency (EPA) Storm and Combined 
Sewer Impacts workshop, and the American Society of Civil Engineers' 
Stormwater Manaqernent Workshop. The Department was responsible for tech-
nical programs and local arrangements for each of these activities. 
Stormwater coaqulation and settlinq studies were completed by Dr. Taylor. 
These are sponsored by EPA and wi 11 be applied on a national .level. In 
addition, oroduction levels of methane from the anaerobic digestion of 
cattle waste was completed by Or. Taylor. Recently initiated were studies 
in suspect carcinoqens in potable water supplies. Dr. Wanielista conti-
nued stormwater management research. A manual with computer proqrams to 
aid in the selection of stormwater management was initi~ted. The Lake 
Eola watershed in an urban environment was evaluated for stormwater im-
pacts and stormwater and lake manaqement techniques were suqgested for 1m-
provement. Mr. Brown conducted studies for the occurence of air 
pollutants in the Orlando area. Dr. Mohan has worked on mass transit 
alternatives and methods for determininq pavement rouqhness characteris-
tics. Dr. Muiqa ·has initiated international studies for environmental 
health and determination of mixinq zones for stormwater discharges. Con-
tinued work in finite element research was done by Dr. Carroll. Mr. Faqan 
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continues analytical chemistry support for both s~ormwater and drinking 
water research. Or. Jenkins was resident with the U. S. Bureau of 
Standards conductinq moisture studies usinq infrared thermo~raphy. Or. 
Mclellan initiated studies of combined coaqulation with filter cloth for 
water purification. 
Two minority high school students were introduced to enqineerin~ 
during 10 weeks of summer activities. Both students plan engineerinq as a 
career when they qraduate. 
Departmental faculty have been active in technical society and pro-
fessional development work and are members ·Of local, regional or national 
comnittees within the American Society of Civil Enqineers, Florida Enqi-
neering Society, National Society of Professional Engineers, American 
Society for Metals, American Society for Engineering Education, Water 
Pollution Control Federation, American Water Works Association, American 
Academy of Environmental Enqineers and the Association of Environmental 
Engineering Professors. Dr. Carroll has been .the faculty advisor for the · 
ASCE Student Chapter. Dr. Mclellan served on various task committees for 
the Florida E~qineerinq Society and is their President. 
Public relations activities to inform the local community were 
evident. Enqineering week activities provided opportunities for students 
and faculty to display their research projects and education materials. 
Two displays for environmental engineering were among prize winners at the 
University and two local shoppinq centers. 
CEES students, both undergraduate and graduate, continue to be active 
on faculty research projects. The ASCE student chapter was very active 
this year and participated in the concrete canoe competition and bridge 
building contests. The students placed first in the Nation .as Bridge 
Builders. 
The faculty remain active and show sustained involvement in many 
education and research areas. Nineteen proposals were generated of which 
fourteen were for external funding. In the area of publications, forty-
six of seventy-four were considered of professional quality with twenty- · 
seven hein~ refereed journal types. Forty-three professional presenta-
tions were qiven while the faculty were attendinq fifty separate meetinqs. 
This quality and quantity of work reflect credit upon the Faculty and the 
University. 
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PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS oF PROFESSIONAL PAPERS 
1. BROWN, J. C., Jr. "An Investiqation of Ozone Air Pollution in Orange 
County, Florida." Paper presented at the Florida Academy of 
Sciences Annual Meeting, March 24, 1980. 
2. BROWN, J. C., Jr. "Air Pollution, Its History and Nature. 11 Paper 
presented at SEEK, UNC, Summer, 1979. 
3. BROWN, J. C., Jr. 11 Air Pollution in Oranqe County, Florida." Paper 
presented at Sigma Xi Meeting, UCF Chapter, October 24, 1979. 
4. CALABRESE, M. M. and WANIELISTA, M. P. "Optimization of Stormwater 
Management Practices." Published in Journal of ASCE through the 
National Symposium on Urban Stormwater Mangement in Coastal Areas, 
Virqinia Te~h, Blacksburg, VA, June, 1980. 
5. CALABRESE, M. M. and WANIELISTA, M. P. "Management of Runoff Usinq 
Retention Facilities." Published in the Florida Ant i-Mosfuito 
Association Newsletter, Fort Walton Beach, FL, April 27, 980. 
6. CALABRESE, M·. M. and WANI ELI STA, M. P. "Optimal Stormwater Manaqe-
ment." 1980 Annual Meeting of the American Society of Agri-
cultural Engineers, San Antonio, TX, June 16, 1980. 
7. CALABRESE, M. M. , CURRAN, T. and WAN I ELI STA, M. P. "Urban Stormwater I 
Storm Sewer Manaqement and Pollution Abatement Alternatives." 
Presented at the South Florida Convention of ASCE, Marco Island, 
FL, October, 1979. · 
8. CARROLL, W. E. "Recent Developments 11ealinq with Optimum Finite 
Element Techniques." Paper accepted for publication in Finite 
'Element Grid Optimization, ASME publication PVP-39, 1979. 
9. CARROL, W. E. "Modelinq Comments on the BIE Techniques." Proceedings 
of the ASCE 7th Electronics Computation Conference, St. Louis, MO, 
Auqust 6.:-8, · l979. · 
10. CARROL, W. E. "Boundary Inteqral Analysis. 11 Proceedings of the SAE 
.Third International Conference on Vehicle Structural Mechanics, 
Detroit, .MI, October 9-11, 1979. 
11. CHRISTOPHER, J., YOUSEF, Y. A. and WANIELISTA, M. P. 11 Impact of 
Hiqhway Bridqes Runoff on Receivinq Water Bodies." Presented at 
the Annual Seminar sponsored by FOOT on Environmental Aspects of 
Highway Construction, Operation and M~intenance, Hayden Burns 
Aurlitorium, Department of Transportation, Tallahassee, FL, January 
15-16, 1980. 
12. HARPER, H. H., YOUSEF, Y. A. and WANIELISTA, M. P. "Algal Responses 
due to Stormwater Inputs. 11 Urban Stormwater and Combined Sewer 
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Overflow Impacts Workshop, Orlando, FL, EPA, November 27, 1980. 
13. HARPER, H. H., YOUSEF, Y. A. and WANIELISTA, M. P. "·Productivity 
Responses of Lake Eola to Urban Runoff . 11 To be published in 
Proceedinqs of Urban Stormwater and Combined Sewer Overflow 
Imoact on . Receivinq Water Bodies, by the U. S. Environmental 
Protection Agency, in Progress. 
14. HARPER, H. H., YOUSEF, Y. A. and WANIELISTA, M. P. 11 Ecoloqical 
Responses of Lake Eola to Urban Runoff . 11 Proceedings of Urban 
Stormwater and Combined Sewer Overflow Conference, Orlando, FL, 
November, 1979. 
15. HARPER, H. H. "Productivity Responses of Lake Eola to Urban Runoff . 11 
Paper presented at the Florida Academy of Sciences, Tampa, FL, 
March, 1980. 
16. HARTMAN, J. P., YOUSEF, Y. A., WANIELISTA, M. P. and McLELLON, W. M. 
"Engineering and the Environment Courses for Engineers and Non-
Enqineers .11 Event #3558, Proceedings of 87th Annual Conference, 
ASEE, 387-390, LSU, June 25-28, 1979. . 
17 . HARTMAN, J. P., KERSTEN, R. 0. and MATHEWS, B. E. "Engineering and 
Non-Engineers - 11 Years and 20,000 Students." Frontiers in 
Education Conference, Niaqra Falls, Canada. 
18. JENKINS, D. R., KNAB, L. I. and MATHEY, R. G. "Moisture Detection in 
Roofinq by Nondestructive Means, A State-of-the-Art Survey." 
National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C., 1980. 
19. JENKINS, D. R., KNAB, L. I. and MATHEY, R. G. "Infrared Thermography 
in Roofinq Moisture Detection. 11 Symposium on Moisture Migration 
in Buildinqs: The Need for Standards. American Society for 
Testinq and Materials, Committee E-6, ·Philadelphia, PA, October, 
1980, (Submitted for publication). 
20. JENKINS,. D. R., KNAB, L. I. and MATHEY, R. G. "Detection of Mois.ture 
in Built-up Roofing by Infrared Thermoqraphy. 11 National Bureau 
of Standards, NBSIR, Washington, D.C., 1980. 
21. JENKINS, D. R. and MATHEY, R. G. "Development of a Ha Impact Test 
Method for So 1 ar Co 11ectors. 11 Nati ona 1 Bureau of Standards, 
NBSIR, Washington, D.C., 1980. 
22. KERSTEN, R. D. "Small Scale Hydropower: An Appropriate Technoloqy 
for LDC's. 11 Proceedings of WATERPOWER 4 79, Washington, D.C., 
October 1-3, 1979. 
23. KERSTEN, R. 0. and HARPER, S. "Small Scale Hydropower: An 
Appropriate Enerqy Technoloqy for LDC's, 11 Procee.dings of the 
Third International Sym~osium on Enlineering (in press), San 
Salvador, El Salvador, uly 25-30, 980. 
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24. KNAB, L. I., JENKINS, 0. R. and MATHEY, R. G. "The ·Effect of 
Moisture on the Thermal Conductance of Roofing Systems." 
Proceedinqs of the ASHRAE/DOE Conference on Thermal . Performance 
of the Exterior Envelopes of Buildings, Orlando, FL, December 5, 
1979. (To be published by the American Society of Heatinq, Re-
friqerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers, Inc., August, 1980. 
25. KNAB, L. I., JENKINS, D. R. and MATHEY, R. G. "The Effect of Mois-
ture on the Thermal Conductance of Roofinq Systems." National 
Bureau of Standards, Center for Buildinq Technology, Building 
Science Series No. 123, Washington, D.C., February, 1980. 
26. KNAB, L. I., MATHEY, R. G. and JENKINS, D. R. "Laboratory Evaluation 
of Nondestructive Methods to Detect Moisture in Built-up 
Roofing." Second International Sr.posium on Roofs and Roofing, 
·sriqhton, England, September, 198 . 
27. MARSHALL, F. E., YOUSEF, Y. A. and WANIELISTA, M. P. "Phosphorus 
Interactions Between Sediments and Water in Lake Eola. 11 
Presented at the Environmental Chemistry Section, 44th Annual 
Meetinq, Florida Academy of Sciences, University of South 
Florida, Tampa, FL, March 24-26, 1980. · 
28. McLELLON, W. M. "Environmental Quality Sampling and Analysis." 
Published in The Florida Specifier l, #2, 5 (1980). 
29. McLELLON, W. M. "Reqistration as a Degree Requirement." Proceedings 
of SE Section, ASEE Meeting, "Engineering Education: ·Will the 
l980 1 s Require Change." Orlando, FL, March 30 - April 1, 1980. 
30. McLELLON, W. M. "Florida Council of Engineering Societies Fosters 
Cooperation. 11 Published in The Overflow XXXI. #2, 18, March - ,. 
Apr i 1, 1980. 
31. McLELLON, W. M. "What is the Animal." Submitted for possible publi-
cation in Enqineerinq Education, July ~' 1979. 
32. McLELLON·, W. M. "Enqineers - Our Renewable Resource." Published in 
the Journal, FES, 33, #8, 6, February, 1980. 
33. McLELLON, W. M. "ForEver Seekinq. 11 Published in _the Journal, FES, 
33, #6, 5, December, 1979. 
34. MESSER, J., BREZONIK, P. L. and SNYDER, B. R. "D~nitrification in 
Lake Okeechobee, Florida. 11 Department EES, University of 
Florida, Gainesville, FL, Report to South Florida Water Manaqe- · 
ment District, Report #07-79-03. 
35. MOHAN, S. and SCHRADER, G. F. "Pay and Ride Carpool - A New Concept 
in Commuter Ride Sharing." To be published· by TRB. in their next 
series. 
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36. MUIGA, M. I. "River Basin Water Manaqement Tool for Developing 
Countries." Presented at the American Water Resources Associa-
tion Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada, September 24-28, 1979. 
37. MUIGA, M. I. "Mixing Zones for Stormwater Discharges." Presented at 
the Environmental Aspects of Highway Construction, Operation and 
Maintenance Conference, Florida Department of Transportation, 
Tallahassee, FL. January 15-16, 1980. 
38. SEMMENS, M. J., EOZWALD, J. K., TAYLOR, J. S., McINTYRE, J. and 
SANKS, R. L. 11 0rqanics Removal by Coaqulation: A Review and 
Research Needs. 11 JAWWA, October, 1979. 
3 9. SNYDER, B. R. and TAYLOR, J. S. 11 Phosphorus Re 1 eas·e from Co aqu 1 ated 
Stormwater Sludqe. 11 Published in the Florida Academy of 
Sciences March Journal, March, 1980. 
40. SNYDER, B. R. and TAYLOR, J. S. "Disposal of Coagulated Stormwater 
Runoff Solids in Lakes." Presented at the Florida Academy of 
Sciences~ Tamoa, FL, March 24, 1980. 
41. TAYLOR, J. S. and SNYDER, B. R. "Update on .Trihalomethanes in Water 
from Lake Washington." Presented at the Brevard Water Resources 
Conference, Melbourne, FL, August 16, 1979. 
42. TAYLOR, J. S. and SNYDER, B. R. "THM Distribution and Removal in 
Potable Waters." Proceedings of the Third Annual Brevard Water 
Resources Conference, FIT,. Melbourne, FL, September, 1979. 
43. TAYLOR, J. S. and JOFFEE, D. "Heavy Metal Removal in Colored and 
Non-colored Aqueous Solutions by Magnesium Coagulation." 
Proceedinqs of the 1979 Annual AWWA National Convention, San 
Francisco~ CA, June, 1979. 
44. TAYLOR, J. S. "Water Chemistry. 11 Presented at Region X, Operators 
Short School, Clearwater, FL, March, 1980. 
45. TAYLOR, J. s .. "Orqanic Contamination of Potable Water." Presented 
at Brevard Sigma Xi Lecture Series, FIT, Melbourne, FL, October, 
1979. 
46. TAYLOR, J. S. "Methane Generation from Dairy Waste." Presented at 
the Annual Florida Solar Coalition Conference, Rollins Colleqe, 
Orlando, FL, November, 1979. 
47. TAYLOR, J. S. "Improvement in Stormwater Quality Due to Detention." 
Presented at the IV Annual Environmental Engineerinq Student 
Conference, University of Florida, Gainesviile, FL, May, 1980. 
48. TAYLOR, J. S. 11 0rqanics in Potable Water." Presented at TREEO State 
Short School for Operators, Gainesville, FL, Seotember, 1979. 
49. WANIELISTA, M. P., YOUSEF, Y. A. and TAYLOR, J. S.-Editors. Pro-
ceedin s - Urban Stormwater and Combined Sewer Overflow Imj)acts 
Wor s op, Or an o, a, EPA Pu ication, Novem er, 979. 
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50. WANIELISTA, M. P. and CALABRESE, M. M. "Retention Basin Designs." 
Florida MosAuito Control Association .Annual Meeting, Fort Walton 
Beach, FL, pril, 1980. 
51. WANIELISTA, M. P. "Lake Eola: A Case Stud.v." Urban Stormwater and 
Combined Sewer Overflow Impacts Workshop, Orlando, FL, EPA, 
November 27, 1980. · . 
52. WANIELISTA, M. P., YOUSEF, Y. A. and TAYLOR, J. S. "Lake Restoration 
Phase I." Draft and final report, Environmental Protection 
Aaency, April, 1980. 
53. WANIELISTA, M. P., et.al. "Baccalaureate Education in Environmental 
Enqineering. 11 4th International Meetinq on Environmental 
Engineerinq, Toronto, Canada, June 19, 1980. 
54. WANIELISTA, M. P., YOUSEF, Y. A. and TAYLOR, J. S. Final draft of 
Lake Eola Restoration Project, EPA, Winter, 1980. 
55. WANIELISTA, M. P. and TAYLOR, J. S.-editors. "Municipa.l Solid Waste·: 
Land Disposal and Resource Recovery." Proceedinqs · of Fifth 
Annual Research Symposium, Vo 1 umes I and I I, EPA-600/9.-79/023u 
and 600/9-70/023b, September, 1979. 
56. WAN I ELI STA, M. P. 11 Storrnwater Management. 11 Presented at the ASCE 
East Central Branch Meeting, June, 1979. 
57. WANIELISTA, M. P. "Lake Eola Storrnwater Manaqement." Presented at 
the Florida Engineering Society Workshop, Hollywood, FL, Septem-
ber 25, 1979. 
58. WANIELISTA, M. P. "Florida's Stormwater Rule." Presented at the 
State DER Workshop, Southwest Florida Management District, 
October 18, 1979. 
59. WANIELISTA, M. P. "Lake Eola/Regulations. 11 Presented to the East 
Central Florida Regional Planninq Council, Winter Park, FL, 
November 28, 1979. 
oO. WANIELISTA, M. P., YOUSEF, Y. A. and CHRISTOPHER, J. "Impact of 
Hiqhway Bridqes Runoff on Receiving Water Bodies." Presented at 
the Florida DOT Environmental Aspects Conference, Tallahassee, 
FL, January 16, 1980. 
61. WANIELISTA, M. P. and GENNARO, R. "Biodeqredation of Vehicular Waste 
Petroleum in Roadside Environment." Presented at the Florida 
DOT Environmental Aspects Conference, Tallahassee, FL, January 
16, 1980. 
62. WANIELISTA, M. P. "Desi~ned Storrnwater Controls." Presented at 
University of Florida Lecture Series, Gainesville, FL, January 
22,. 1980. 
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63. WANIELISTA, M. P. "Stormwater Manaqement." Presented at Cl .emson 
Environmental Engineering Lecture Series, Clemson, SC, Aoril 24, 
1980. 
64. WANIELISTA, M. P. 11 Stormwater Manaqement Applications to Florida." 
Presented to Florida Water Quality Association, Howey-in-the-
Hi lls, FL, May 19, 1980. 
65.· WANIELISTA, M. P. and YOUSEF, Y. A. "An Example of Urban Watershed 
Manaqement for Improving Lake Water Quality." To be present~d 
at the 1980 International Conference on Lake Protection and 
Restoration, Portland, ME, September 8-12, 1980. 
66. WODZINSKI, R. J., r,ENNARO, R. N. and TAYLOR, J. S. Final report, 
"Bioconversion of Dairy Wastes to Methane and Fertilizer." 
Coordinatinq Council on the Restoration of the Kissimmee River · 
Valley and Tayler Creek - Nubbin Slough Basin, January, 1980. 
67. YOUSEF, Y. A., McLELLON, W. M., WANIELISTA, M. P. and TAYLOR, J.· S. 
Editors of the Proceedings of the Conference on Urban Stormwater 
and Combined Sewer Overflow Impact on Receivinq Water Bodies, 
Orlando, F.L, November, 1979. · 
68. YOUSEF, Y. A., McLELLON, W. M. and ZEBUTH, H. -H. "Changes in 
Phosphorus Concentrations Due to Mixing by Motorboats in Shallow 
Lakes." To be published in Water Research, Great Britain, 1980. 
fi9. YOUSEF, Y. A. and McClJLLY, K. 11 Heav.v Metal in Water and ·wastewater 
Sys terns at UCF. 11 Overflow, September-October, 1979. 
70. YOUSEF, Y. A., WANIELISTA, M. P., McLELLON, W. M. and TAYLOR, J. S. 
Proceedings of Urban Stormwater and Combined Sewer Overflow 
Impact on Receiving Water Bodies, to be published by the U. S. 
Environmental Protection Aqency. 
71. YOUSEF, Y. A., HARPER, H. H., MARSHALL, F. E. and WANIELISTA, M. P.· 
"Inactivation of Lake Sediment Release of Phosphorus." Has been 
considered for presentation at the 53rd Annual Water Pollution 
Control Federation to be held in Las Vegas, ·NV, September 28 -
October 3, 1980. 
72. YOUSEF, Y. A. "Water Quality." Presented at the Sixth Annual Youth 
. Environmental Conference, SEEK 79, Universitf of Central 
Florida, Auqust 5-9, 1979. · · · 
73. YOUSEF, Y'. A. "Impact on Stormwater on Receiving Water Bodies." 
Presented at Florida Engineering Society Annual Meeting, Holly-
wood, FL, September 25, 1979. 
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CDNFERENCES I h'ORKSHOPS I SHORT COURSES AT 
vM I 01 f{SULTS oF RESEARGI \~RE COM'1JN I CATED 
1. Florida Academy of Sciences Annual Meetinq, Tampa, FL, March, 1980. 
a) "An Investi9ation of Ozone Air Pollution in Orange County, 
Florida. 11 (Brown) 
b) "Productivity Responses of Lake Eola to Urban Runoff." · (Harper) 
c} "Phosphorus Interactions Between Sediments and Water in Lake 
Eola." (Marshall/Yousef/Wanielista) 
d} "Di spos a 1 of Coaqu 1 ated Stormwater Runoff So 1 ids in Lakes. 11 
· (Snyder/Taylor) · 
2. Siqma Xi Meetinq, IJCF Chapter, October 24, 1979, "A.ir Pollution in 
Oranqe County, Florida." (Brown} 
3. SEEK '79, UCF, Auqust, 1979. 
a) "Air Pollution, Its History and Nature." (Brown) 
b) "Water Qualit.v. 11 (Yousef) 
4. National Symposium on Urban Stormwater Manaqement in Coastal Areas, 
Virqinia Tech, Blacksburg, VA, June, 1980, "Optimization of Stormwater 
Man aqement Practices. 11 (Ca 1 abrese/Wan i el is ta) 
5. 1980 Annual Meetinq of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers, 
San Antonio, TX, June 16, 1980, "Optimal Stormwater Manaqement. 11 
(Calabrese/Wanielista) 
6. South Florida Convention of ASCE, Marco Island, FL, October, 1979, 
"Urban Stormwater I Storm Sewer Management and Po 11 ut ion Abatement 
Alternatives. 11 (Calabrese/Curran/Wan i e 1 is ta) 
7. Florida Anti-Mosquito Association Conference, Fort Walton Beach, FL, 
April 27, 1980. "Mana~ement of Runoff Using Retention Facilities." 
(Calabrese/Wanielista). 
8. 3rd U. S. Conqress on Pressure Vessel Piping, San Francisco, CA, June 
24-29, 1979, "Recent Developments Dealing with Optimum Finite Element 
Analysis Techniques." (Carroll) 
9. SAE Third International Conference on Vehicle Structural Mechanics, 
Detroit, MI, October 9-11, 1979, "Boundary Inteqral Analysis." 
(Carroll) 
10. Urban Stormwater and Combined Sewer Overflow Conference, Orlando, 
November, 1979. 
a) "Ecological Responses of Lake Eola to Urban Runoff . 11 (Harper/ 
Yousef/Wanielista) 
b) "Lake Eola, A Case Study." (Wanielista) 
11 
11. ASEE Annual Meetinq, Baton Rouge, LA, June, 198.0, "Enqineering and the 
Environment Courses for Enqineers and Non-Enqineers. 11 (Hartman) 
12. 1980 Conference of the Council for Proqrams tn Technical and 
Scientific Communications, Lake Buena Vista, FL, February 14, 1980, 
"Technical Communication by Non-Verbal Means." (Hartman) 
13. ASHRAE/DOE Cpnference on Thermal Performance of the Exterior Envelopes 
of Buildings, Orlando, FL, December 5, 1979. "The Effect of Moisture 
on Thermal Conductance of Roofinq Systems." (Knab/Jenkins/ Mathey) 
14. FES Annual Meeting, Hollywood, FL, September 24-25, 1979. 
a) "Feasible Administrative/Fiscal Models for Professional Schools of 
Enqineerinq in Florida." (Kersten) 
b) "Impact of Stormwater on Receivinq Water Bodies." (Yousef) 
15. WATERPOWER 1 79, Washinqton, O.C., October 1-3, 1979, "Small Scale 
Hydropower: An Appropriate Technology for . LDC's. 11 (Kersten) 
16. Third International Symoosium on Engineering, San Salvador, El 
Salvador, July 25-30, 1980, "Small .Scale Hydropower: An Appropriate 
Enerqy Technoloqy for LDC's. 11 (Kersten) · 
17. SE Section ASEE Annual Meeting, Orlando, FL, March, 1980, "Registra-
tion as a Degree Requirement." (Mclellan) 
18 . . Annual Meeting of TRB, "Pay and Ride Carpool - A New Concept in 
Corrmuter Ride Sharing." (Mohan/Schrader) 
19. American Water Resources Association Conference, Las Veqas, Nevada, 
September 24-28, 1979, "River Basin Water Management Tool for 
Developinq Countries." (Muiga) · 
20. Operation and Maintenance Conference, Florida Department of Transpor-
tation, Tallahassee, FL, January 15-16, 1980, "Mixing Zones for Storm-
water Discharqes, Environmental Aspects of Highway Construction." 
(Muiqa) 
21. Third Annual Brevard Water Quality Conference, FIT, Melbourne, FL, 
September, 1979, "TNM Distribution and Removal in Potable Waters." 
(Taylor) 
22. AWWA National Conference, San Francisco, CA, ,June, 1979, "Heavy Metal 
Removal from Colored and Non-colored Aqueous Solution by Magnesium 
Coaqulation. 11 (Taylor) 
23. TREEO State Short School for Operators, Gainesville, FL, September, 
1979, "Orqanics in Potable Water." (Taylor) · 
24. Region X, Operators Short School, Clearwater, FL, March, 1980, "Water 
Chemistry." (Taylor) 
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25. FAS Convention, IJSF, Tampa, FL, March, 1"980, "Phosphorus Release from 
Coa~u'lated Stor.mwater S 1udge. 11 (Taylor) . 
26. Brevard Sigma Xi Lecture Series, FIT, Melbourne, FL, October, 1979, 
"Organic Contamination of Potable Water." (Taylor) 
27. ASCE East Central Branch, June, 1979, "Stormwater Management." 
(Waniel ista) 
28. Florida Engineering Society Workshop, Hollywood, FL, September 25, 
1980, "Lake Eola Stormwater Management." (Wanielista) 
29. State DER Workshop, Southwest Florida Water Management District, 
October 18, 1979, "Florida's Stormwater Rule." (Wanielista) 
30. East ·Central Florida Regional Planning Council, Winter Park, FL, 
November 28, 1979, "Lake Eola/Regulations. 11 (Wanielista) 
31. Florida DOT Environmental Aspects Conference, Tallhassee, FL, January 
16, 1980. 
a) "Impact of Highway Bridges Runoff on Receiving Water Bodies." 
(Yousef/Wanielista) 
b) "Biodegredation of Vehicular Waste Petroleum in Roadside 
Environment." (Waniel ista/Gennaro) 
32. University of Florida Lecture Series, Gainesville, FL, January 22, 
1980, "Designing Stormwater Controls." (Wanielista) 
33. Clemson Environmental Engineering Lecture Series, Clemson, SC, April 
24, 1980, "Stormwater Management." (Waniel ista) 
34. Florida Water Quality Association, Howey-in-the-Hills, FL, May 19, 
1980, "Stormwater Management Applications to Flori.da. 11 (Waniel ista) 
35. Urban Stormwater Management in Coastal Areas, National Symposium, 
ASCE, June 19, 1980, "Optimization of Storm Water Management Practices 
and Processes Applicable to Coastal Areas." (Calabres~/Wanielista) 
36. 4th International Meeting on Environmental Engineering, Toronto, 
Canada, June 20, 1980, "Baccalaureate Education in Environmental 
Engineering." (Waniel ista) 
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RESUf 'ES OF SFDNSORffi RESEARCH 
TITLE: Boundary Inteqral Study 
PRrNCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. w. E. Carroll 
SPONSORING AGENCIES: NASA and UCF - EIES 
GRANT NUMBERS: 10-1620-003 and 11-1699-009 
A B S T R A C T 
A General Boundary Inteqral Program is qiven for the linear elastic 
static analysis of a two-dimensional anisotropic continuum. Special 
kernal functions described by Cruse have been used in the development 
of the computer code and allow the user to easily model through type 
cracks. The use of these functions also allows for the direct calculation 
of the MODE I and MODE II Stress Intensity factors. Provision for the 
calculation of internal stresses and/or displacements once the boundary 
solution has been found have been included. 
In the formulation of this computer program parabolic variations of 
displacements and surface stresses are assumed on the boundary of the 
oroblem. Example problems are given which illustrate the accuracy of the 
parabolic inteqral proqram. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Prediction of Time-Temperature Design Parmeters 
for a Hydrocarbon Vapor Incinerator 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. C. 0. Cooper, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Clemson University 
A B S T R A C T 
A pilot scale hydrocarbon vapor incinerator (afterburner) was con-
structed and operated to obtain kinetic combustion data under conditions 
similar to those· encountered in industrial scale afterburners. A mathe-
matical model was developed which adequately simulated the performance of 
the p i1 ot seal e afterburner. The mathemat i c·a 1 model inc 1 uded two first 
order reactions in series, plug flow, and heat generation and losses. 
Carbon monoxide (CO), ethane, and hexane were combusted separately 
and Arrhenious rate constants were obtained for each compound. The rate 
expressions obtained were of the form 
rate = Ae-E/RT (X) 
14 
where (X) is the concentration of pollutant. With oxyqen and water vapor 
mole fractions of the order of 0.15 and 0.05 respectively, and with pollu-
tant inlet fractions ranqinq from 400 to 1300 ppm, the constants were as 











34. 2 . 
It was observed that the presence of hydrocarbons inhibited the rate of CO 
oxidation to about 40% of that observed in the independent moist CO oxida-
tion sturlies. 
The mathematical model was used to investigate the effects of certain 
parameters on afterburner performance. The effects of dispersion, heat 
loss from the afterburner, heat qain from combustion of pollutants, inlet 
concentration of pollutants, inlet temperature, and location of additional 
heat input were studied. The three most important design variables are 
inlet temperature (fuel gas usage), overall heat transfer coefficient 
(amount and type of insulation)~ · and dispersion (flow patterns in the 
reactor). 
As part of the work a new method was proposed for analyzinq concen-
tration vs. lenqth data from a non-isothermal plug ·flow reactor. The 
method linearizes a semi-loq plot of relative mole fraction vs. residence 
time by transforming the time axis. The transformation factor depends on 
the activation enerqy of the reaction and the temperature profile in the 
reactor. 
Data from four studies coverinq fifteen different hydrocarbons were 
compiled, and a general correlation was proposed for predicting global 
hydrocarbon vapor incineration kinetics. The qeneral model was empiri-
cally based on collision theory and proposed the following correlation for 
a qlobal activation enerqy for the combustion of a hydrocarbon in an 
afterburner. 
where 
E = -0.00966 (MW) + 46.l 
E = activation energy, kcal/gmole 
MW = molecular weight 
* * * * * * * * 
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TITLE: Roofing Systems and Impact Resistance 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. Oavid R. Jenkins, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: National Bureau of Standards 
GRANT NUMBER: IPA 10-1620-005 
A B S T R A C T 
A state-of-the-art survey report on non-destructive evaluation 
techniques for deter~ininq moisture in built-up roofing systems is being 
developed. This is a cooperative research project involving the Bureau of 
Standards, U. S. Army Cold Reqions Research Laboratory and the University 
of Central Florida. Another project on the impact resistance of solar 
collectors has been initiated. Cover plate materials, both flexible and 
rigid with various edge support conditions are bein9 evaluated. The 
ultimate qoal of these research projects is the development of standard 
methods for testing. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: The Flocfill Process 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. W. M. Mclellan, P.E. 
. . 
SPONSORING AGENCY: UCF - EIES 
GRANT NUMBER: 11-1699-033 
A B S T R A C T 
Filtration in water supply is an expensive part of the treatment pro-
cess. Current technoloqy uses granular filters with pretreatment by co~ 
aqulation, flocculation, and sedimentation in removal of suspended solids. 
Membranes are employed for removal of soluble ionic and molecular species. 
The thrust of this research is to examine use of a membrane with large 
pores with a metal coagulant. Metal precipitates form a fine pore 
filtering medium on the membrane, as observed in laboratory experience. 
Of interest is whether an operational filter constructed in this matter is 
a practical alternative to the granular filter in removal of suspended 
solids. 
Research was conducted usinq an alum flocculated kaolin suspension 
and a cotton fabric, cylindrical filter in 4" diameter plexiglass tubing. 
The filter area was one square foot. Two types of cotton fabric, · bed-
sheetinq and sateen were employed initially, with various runs. Initial 
turbidities of 100 JTU could be reduced to about 10 JTU. Flow rates com-
pared favorably with sand filters. Control methodology for water quality 
included an examination of Zeta potential. 
Work under the existinq qrant was completed a·nd a final report 
written. Extension of the research work currently is progressinq through 
a graduate research topic to be completed in December, 1980. This latter 
work is unfunded. 
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TITLE: Community Level Environmental ·Health Sanitation 
Management Tool 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. Michael I. Muiqa 
SPONSORING AGENCY: UCF - EIES 
GRANT NUMBER: 11-1699-025 
A B S T R A C T 
The objective of this research has been an analysis of the environ-
mental health sanitation in Central Florida. Field survey to determine 
environmental sanitation awareness at the community level and the problems 
facing communities in achieving more effective manaqement are being made. 
Criteria for selection of community environmental health sanitation 
management alternatives and reduce cost of operation and improve the 
efficiency of services are developed. A preliminary report was completed 
on the subject and is available for distribution. · 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: EM Wave Scatter1nq 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Or. R. L. Phillips, Mr. Barry Bullard, E.I., and 
Dr. Satish Mohan 
SPONSORING AGENCY: UCF - EIES 
GRANT NUMBER: 11-1699-024 
A B S T R A C T 
Millimeter wave scattering (35 GHz) from rough surfaces was studied 
experimentally. Exact measurements of the surface roughness were made and 
then correlated to the statistics of the fluctuating detected millimeter 
wave signal. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: An Optimal Model for Economic and Industrial 
Development with Limited Water Resources 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. James S. Taylor, P.E. (David Foster, Graduate 
Research Assistant) 
SPONSORING AGENCY: lJCF - EIES 
GRANT NUMBER: 11-1699-006 
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A B S T R A C T 
This research project utilizes existinq water quality measurements -0f 
the Upper St. John's River marle by various state· and federal aqenc i es, 
river discharge Quantity records, rainfall and evaporation amounts, soil 
surveys, and land use determinations to evaluate and predict runoff 
quantities and water quality in the Upper Basin. The initial investiga-
tions incorporated the aforementioned records into Vollenweider, Dillon, 
Carlson, Larson-Mercier, and Florida DER (hand) trophic status indicies to 
demonstrate the definite eutrophic state of Lake Helen Blazes and Lake . 
Sawgrass and the borderline eutrophy of Lake Washington. Further investi-
qations in this research project are utilizinq the computer program 
11 RIVER 11 to show the point and nonpoint source effects of the existing land 
use in the Upper Basin on the dissolved oxygen concentrations in the river 
and lakes for both the seasonal and averaqe effect, and for any specific 
storm event. Simulation was revealed that loadinqs from current land use 
do not provide enouqh stress to seriously deplete the dissolved oxygen in 
the Upper St. Johns River. This indicates that (1) either a larqe slug of 
BOD is directly provided to the river, i.e. a point source or (2) the nu-
trients in· the runoff provide an existinq qrowth base for algae in the 
river given the proper environmental conditions. The algae then die and 
serve as the oxygen depleting source. Research is continuing in this 
area. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Optimization of a Potable Water Quality 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. James S. Taylor, P.E. (Graduate Research 
Assistants: Edward L. Hatcher, Jalil Fouroozi) 
SPONSORING AGENCY: UCF - EIES 
GRANT NUMBER: 11-1699-018 
A B S T R A C T 
Drinking water standards have been endangered in the Interim Primary 
Drinking Water Standards to include tri-halogenated methanes (THM's). 
These are sinqle carbon chlorinated organic compounds that are formed 
during the chlorination or disinfection process. Only two.constituents. 
are necessary to form chlorinated hydrocarbons, free chlorine and or-
qanics. Conventional water treatment operations have · not been optimized 
for THM removal but for apparent color or turbidity removal. Research has 
been completeq that optimized standard coagulation pa·rameters for THM 
precursor removal using three inorqanic coagulants in conjunction with 
polymers and/or filtration. Results indicate: (1) that there is no 
siqnificant difference in THM precursor removal from either alum, ferric 
or ·maqnesium coaqulation, (2) organic polymers _used as settling aids _are 
not THM precursors but reduce THM concentrations in the finished water due 
to enhanced settlinq and (3) that hiqh pH significantly increased the for-
mation of THM's in the finished water. Research relating TOC, ACID 
18 
strength, color, and THM precursors indicates that Acid strenqth of highly 
colored natural surface waters is controlled by atmospherit C02 and not 
dissolved or collo~dal liqnin. Furthermore, direct titrations of the 
molecular fractions yielded no observable correlations .between TOC, TTHM 
precursors and color before coagulation are in MNWLS above 50,000. How-
ever, after coagulation the smaller NMWLS, below 50,000, contain the 
majority of TOC and TTHM precursors. Coagulation removed 90% of the 
initial color .but only 60-65% of the initial TOC and TTHM precursor 
removal would require another unit process other than coagulation or dis-
infectant other than chlorine before the Lake Washinqton water would meet 
the current primary drinkinq water standard of 0.1 mg/l TTHM ·in the 
finished water. This research was concluded January 1, 1980. It was pub-
1 ished in the proceedings of the 1980 National Conference of the American 
Waterworks Association. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Reduction of Potential Carcinoqens from a 
Potable Water 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. James S. Taylor, P.E. (Re$earch Associate: 
Bruce R. Snyder, M.S .. and Graduate Research 
Assistant: Kent Kimes, E.I.) . 
SPONSORING AGENCY: UCF - EIES 
GRANT NUMBER: 11-1699-026 
A B S T R A C T 
Haloqenated hydrocarbons are produced when water containinq dissolved 
and colloidal orqanic material is chlorinated durin~ the ~ater treatment 
process. Tri-halomethanes (THM's) · are often the predominant species 
produced and have been measured in several municipal water systems. The 
removal or deactivation of THM precursor molecules before chlorination can 
be accomplished in several ways with varying degrees of success. In this 
study, two methods of pre-oxidizing the THM precursors are being investi -
gated. Water samples from lake Washington, a hiqhly colored, shallow lake 
in the Upper St. Johns River, are being chlorinated with or without pre-
treatment by chlorine dioxide (Cl02) o~ ozone. Final results indicate 
that Cl02 in the maximum dose allowed by law will not reduce TTHM's in 
the raw water. Furthermore, Ozone will not remove any TTHM precursors but 
will effectively remove color from raw or coagulated Lake Washington 
water. Inceasinq Ozone dose was noted to increase the amount of CHClBr2 
present in the finished water due to the oxidation of Bromide to Bromine 
which then would react with either chloroform or residual orqanics to form 
CHClBrz. -
An ozone 9enerator was developed on this project which will be 
utilized in future teaching and research. This research was presented by 
Mr. Kimes at the 1980 National AWWA Conference and published in the pro-
ceedings. This research concluded January, 1980. 
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TITLE: THM Precursor Removal 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. James S. Taylor, P.E., Bruce R. Snyder, M.S .. 
(Graduate Research Assistants) · K. O'Gill, A. 
Fisher, C. Ferraro, P. Mueller, ·K. Payne 
SPUNSORING AGENCY: EPA - EIES - City of Metbourne, FL 
GRANT NUMBER: 20-1620-001 
A B S T R A C T 
A two and one-half year study was initiated in the surrmer of 1980 
with the purpose of evaluatinq the maqnesium process for TTHM precursor 
removal. The study integrates both bench and pilot studies in six phases. 
These phases are (1) Conventional Jar Study (2) Oxidation (3) Recycle (4) 
Orqanics & Metals Mass Balance (5) GAC and (6) Alternate disinfectants. 
_Each of the phases is directly linked to the maqnesium process to evaluate 
different means of removinq or reducing TTHM precursors throughout the 
magnesium process when high TOC raw water source is utilized. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Mixing Zones 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Or . M. P. Wanielista, P.E., Dr. W. E. Carroll, 
and Dr. M. I . Muiga 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Florida Department of Transportation 
GRANT NUMBER: 11~1620-008 
A B S T R A C T 
This is an 18 month research qrant to study the extent of mixing 
zones caused by wastewater discharges into rivers and lakes. A mixing 
zone is defined as that area in which water quality violations occur. 
Dispersion models for rivers and finite element models for lakes are beinq 
examined to aid in predictinq the extent of the zone for various discharge 
conditions. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Roadside Deposition of Automobile Related 
Pollutants 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. M. P. Wanielista, P.E. and Dr. R. Gennaro 
SPONSORING AGENCIES: State Board of Regents, State Department of. 
Transportation, and UCF - EIES 
GRANT NUMBERS: STAR 76-7093, 11-1620-006, and 11-1699-017 
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A B S T R A C T 
. This is a final report for an 18 month research project. 
Transportation riqht-of-ways have and will continue to be vital in 
our American social and economic system. Efforts to minimize the environ-
mental impact of the activities within these right-of-ways are consistent 
with primary toncerns related to our natural resources. and secondary 
concerns related to health and general environmental management. 
Because of the need for safety, transportation systems (especially 
hiqhways) are elevated above water levels. Therefore, drainage for storm-
water runoff must be provided. However, this drainage carries roadway 
pollutants (oil, nutrients, and organics) into the shal1ow-water roadside 
ditches and environments adjacent to the roadways. Information received 
from the Florida Department of Transportation (DOT) indicates that over 58 
square miles of land, in Florida, are committed to roadside ditching. 
The eventual disposition of the pollutants in the environment is 
relatively u~known. Questions regarding the concentrations of these 
pollutants in the plants, animals, soil and water with their ultimate 
levels of concentrations were documented to determine ultimate environ-
mental man.agem_ent practices of the shallow-water . roadside ditch. Field 
collected samples for metals and hydrocarbons were evaluated. Results 
indicate· that the metals are beinq stored in the soils immediately 
adjacent to the roadway . Design equations · for the storage and drainage of 
stormwater were derived. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Stormwater Management Manual 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. M. P. Wanielista, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: State Department of Environmental Regulation 
GRANT NUMBER: 11-1620-007 
A B S T R A C T 
A number of stormwater manaqement practices are available for con-
trol. Detention systems require additional data on both efficienties and 
cost. Th·is project will aid in the determination of best management 
practices, includinq detention. Computer programs using micro-intera~tive 
proqram are beinq developed. 
* * * * * * * * 
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TITLE: Stormwater Management to Improve Lake Water 
Quality 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Or. M. P. Wanielista, P.E., Dr. Y. A. Yousef, and 
Dr. J. S. Taylor, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCIES: State Department of Environmental Regulation, 
Environmental Pr otection Agency, City of Orlando, 
and UCF - EIES 
GRANT NUMBERS: 18-1621-002, 11-1620-005, 10-lfi20-004, and 
11-16q9-013 
A B S T R A C T 
This abstract is for ohase 1 of a 3-phase project to determine 
minimum cost hiqhly effective means to restore lake water quality by 
manaqement of stormwater runoff . Phase 1 defines the effectiveness of 
source manaqement and treatment resultinq from removals characteristic of 
settling and diversion. The lake productivity due to these reduced 
effluents will be examined. The fate of pollutants will be documented. 
Nutrients, orqanics, solids, metals, pathogens, and other quality 
parameters will be used. Current desk top (SWMM, level 1 and trophic 
state) equations were used to predict runoff quantity and quality and lake 
impacts. These analyses were verified by field measurements. Capital and 
ORM cost data for manaqement practices were used. Lake impacts were 
measured by nutrient and TOC mass balahces with productivity measures. 
Additional documentation of the fate of pollutants will be provided by 
laboratory column studies. Lake impacts are used for constraints on the 
selection of the best parallel or series combination of management 
practices. The subject of the experiments is Lake Eola in a high density 
urban area of Orlando, Florida. Stormwater and lake quality data with 
water budqets are available from previous studies. A computer methodoloqy 
for stormwater manaqement will be done in ohase 2 with verification and 
manuals for desiqn beinq the products of phase 3. 
PUBLICATIONS: CALABRESE, M. M. and WANIELISTA, M. P. "Optimal Stormwater 
Manaqement", 1980 Annual Meetinq of the American 
Society of A§ricultural Engineers, San Antonio, TX, 
June 16, 198 . 
CALABRESE, M. M. and WANIELISTA, M. P. "Optimization of 
Stormwater Manaqement Practices and Processes 
Applicable to Coastal Areas", Urban Stormwater 
Mangement in Coastal Areas, ASCE National Symposium, 
June 19, 1980. 
* * * * * * * * 
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TITLE: Inactivation of Lake Sediment Release of 
Phosphorus 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. Y. A. Yousef and Mr. Harvey Harper 
SPONSORING AGENCY: UCF - EIES 
GRANT NUMBER: 11-1699-034 
A B S T R A C T 
Phosphorus has been shown to be a critical nutrient for nuisance 
alqal and plant growth in many lakes surveyed. Therefore phosphorus in-
activants, particularly alum sludqe from Tampa water treatment plant, lime 
sludge from Cocoa water treatment plant and alum were tested to examine 
their effectiveness in the prevention and/or retarding of phosphorus 
release from Lake Eola and Lake Jessup bottom sediments. 
Incubation chambers were constructed and placed in-situ isolating 
known surf ace areas of the bottom sediments which were treated with 
various inactivants. Initial results indicate that sludge from Tampa 
water treatment may be effective in preventinq release of phosphorus from 
anaerobic bottom sediments in the lakes. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Management of Runoff from Highway Bridges 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. Y. A. Yousef, and Dr. M. P. Wanielista, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Florida Department of Transportation 
GRANT NUMBER: 11-1620-006 
A B S T R A C T 
Two sites namely, Lake Ivanhoe and Maitland Interchange sites, were 
selected for this study. Lake Ivanhoe and I-4 site was selected to 
examine the impact of highway bridge runoff released through scupper 
drains on the environmental samples. Maitland Interchan~e site was 
selected to examine the efficiency of retention/detention ponds for treat-
ment of hiqhway bridge runoff. 
Field measurements includinq DO, temperature and turbidity profiles 
were conducted. Also water, sediment and biota samples were analyzed for 
nutrients content and heavy metals concentration. It appears that scupper 
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drains on the south bridges crossing ·over Lake Ivanhoe contribute siqni-
ficant total mass of heavy metals, particularly lead, to the lake. Also 
careful ·desiqn considerations should be given to improve the removal effi-
ciencies of heavy metals by retention/detention ponds. The final report 
is in progress. 
* * * * * * * * 
. TITLE: Mixinq Effects Due to Boating Activities in 
Shallow Lakes 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. Y. A. Yousef, P.E., Dr. W. M. Mclellan, P.E., 
and Professor R. Fagan 
SPONSORING AGENCY: U. S. Department of Interior, Office of Water 
Research and Technology 
GRANT · NUMBER: 14-34-00001-6203 
A B S T R A C T 
A two year study sponsored by the Off ice of Wa~er Research and 
Technology, OWRT, Department of Interior· was undertaken to investigate the 
"Mixing Effects due to Boating in Shallow Lakes". Recreational boats 
equipped with enqines varying from 28 to 165 horsepower were used for 
agitation on Lakes Claire, Mizell and Jessup in Central Florida. Lake . 
Claire is located on the campus of the University of Central Florida (UCF) 
and motorboating activity on the lake is restricted to research related 
projects. The surface area of the lake is 8.1 hectares and a mean depth 
of 2.3 meters. Lake Mizell is located in the chain of lakes in the city 
of Winter Park. It has a surface area of 25.1 hectares and an average 
depth of 4.0 meters. Lake Jessup is located in Seminole County with an 
average area of 4422 hectares and water depth of 1.8 meters. 
Mixing by· motorboats in study lakes resuspended bottom sediments and 
increased t~rbidity. The increase in turbidity was accompanied by an 
increase in the phosphorus content and respiration rates within the water-
body. Data from Isolation Chambers for Aquatic Habitat (ICAH) indicated 
that mixing ·will increase turbidity and phosphorus at a much faster rate 
than the rate of decline after cessation of mixing. Also, the lake 
productivity as measured by the algal count, chlorophyll analysis, and 
oxygen production, generally increased in the mixing stations of the study 
lakes as compared to the control stations. A reduction in the overall 
oxygenation rates was also noticed in the mixing stations of Lake Mizell. 
Sediment resuspension is a function of the engine/boat combination, 
operating parameters, water depth, fineness of bottom sediments, and the 
depth of sediment deposits over firm soil. Under normal operating 
conditions, when boat velocities were greater than the square root of the 
acce 1 er at ion of gravity and w,ater depth, the average primary wave amp l i ':"' 
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tudes caused by recreational motorboats equipped with engines varying'from 
28 to 165 HP, decreased exponentially with water depth. An empiric~l 
relationship was developed as follows: 
v Aw = 0.16 e -0.230 
HP 
where: Aw= average wave amplitude at the sediment-water interface, ft. 
HP = the engine horsepower of the motorboat 
0 = water depth in feet 
For a known wave amplitude, the scour velocity for sediment particles and 
the particle diameter to be eroded can be calculated. A set of curves 
showing the boat/horsepower combination required to scour sediment 
particles from 0.05 to 1.0 millimeter diameter and specific gravity of 
1.10 were developed. The water depth was varied between 3.0 and 10.0 
feet. 
The work was completed and a final report was issued. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Urban Stormwater and Combined Sewer Overflo"w 
Impact on Receiving Water Bodies Conference 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. Y. A. Yousef, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: U. S. Environmental Protection Agency 
GRANT NUMBER: R 806715 
A B S T R A C T 
The conference on "Urban Stormwater and Cambi ned Sewer Overflow 
Impact on Re.ceivinq Water Bodies" was held on November 26-28, 1979 at 
Orlando, Florida. The purpose of this conference is: 
a. To provide an opportunity for researchers, practitioners, and 
others to receive an up-date on the State of the Art and to learn 
about research findings dealin9 with stormwater impact. 
b. To stimulate dialogue among those who are interested in storm-
water effects and control, regardinq the implication and applica-
tions of current research results, particularly from those 
projects supported by qrants from the Environmental Protection 
Aqency. 
The proceedings in print represent the contributions from partici-
patinq speakers and a revised edition of a taped workshop conducted on 
practical applications and research needs for receivinq water responses to 
urban stormwater. The following topics were discussed: 
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a. Combined Sewer Overflow Control Costs vs. Benefits and General 
Overview. 
b. Impacts on lakes, rivers and estuaries. 
c. Ecological response to stormwater and methodologies for ·storm-
water impact assessment. 
d. Stormwater management through the use of receiving water quality 
models for planning and abatement methodology. 
e . Workshop on practical applications and research for receiving 
water responses to urban stormwater. 
* * * * * * * * 
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RESUMES OF UNSPONSORED RESEARCH 
TITLE: Finite Element· Analysis of the Presuremeter Test 
in Cohesive Materials 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. J. P. Hartman, P.E. 
A B S T R A C T 
The objective of this research is to extend analytic capability for 
interpreting oresuremeter test data from the on.e dimensional to the three 
dimensional case. This will be accomplished by usinq existinq data in 
conjunction with a finite element proqram. Parametric studies of a 
nonlinear cohesive model include: bereAole disturbance and unloading, 
cohesion, limit pressure and failure criteria. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Historic American Engineering Record 
PRINCIPA( INVESTIGATOR: Dr. J. P. Hartman, · P.E. 
A B S T R A C T 
Informal inventory of historic enqineerinq works in Florida con-
tinues, and talks on Historic Engineering Works in Florida are made 
throughout the State. Additional enqineering/indLlstrial works within the 
State are being sought. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Economic Development and Technoloqy Transfer 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. R. D. Kersten, P.E. 
A B S T R A C T 
Investigation of cooperative arranqements to deliver educational 
services, extension services, research related to indigenous problems . in 
the interest of enhancing economic development in less developed 
countries. Specific emphasis relate to (1) better utilization of natural 
resources (especially development of potable water supplies), (2) develop-
ment of . new enerqy sources (especially "mini" hydroelectric sites), (3) 
the creation of new enterprises. Thus, primary interest must be in the 
(1) desiqn of low cost technology, (2) careful selection of technolo9y 
tarqeted on specific problems, (3) simple technology whose use and main-
tenance requires little or modest trainin~/education and (4) "people 
oriented" .technology, or as frequently termed, "appropriate technology" or 
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"on-site technoloqy". Review of sensitive areas and requisites for in-
cluding a spectrum of alternatives, providinq an element of choice, and 
recoqnition of political, economic, and cultural differences are essential 
in the use of engineerinq in meetinq the needs of the oeople. 
PUBLICATIONS: KERSTEN, R. 0. "Small Scale Hydropower: An Appropriate 
Technology for Less Developed Countries'', Proceedings 
WATERPOWER '79 , October 1-3, 1979, Washington, D.C . 
. KERSTEN, R. D. and HARPER, S. R. "Sma 11 Sea le Hydropower: 
An Appropriate Technoloqy for Less Developed 
Countries", Proceedings, Tercer Simposio Internacianal 
de Inqenieria, July 25-30, 1980, San Salvador, El · 
Salvador, C.A. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: The Effects of Science and Technology On 
Employment 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. R. D. Kersten, P.E. and Dr. J. P. Hartman, 
P.E. 
A B S T R A C T 
The Principal Investiqators have devised a dynamic model of enqineer 
manpower demand based on the followinq parameters: (a) importance of 
technoloqy (interpreted as the number of enqineers), (b) disposable re-
sources of society, (c) and the ratio of R & D expenditures to the GNP. 
This model has been verified/authenticated using U~ S. Census data 
for "technical enqirieers" for the period 1870 - 1970. Utilizing detailed 
R & D, GNP Population, and Enqineer data for the decade of the 1960's, we 
now have a current dynamic model which tracks actual engineer demand in 
the l970's and serves to give projections of future demand based on the 
economic indicators assumed. 
Development of a complementary model for enqineerinq manpower su)~l.Y 
is of current interest. This model should utilize as input (feedback the 
output from the demand model. Effects to be included (studied) include 
(a) job (task) definition (b) deqree productivity (c) inmiqration 
(d) inflow/outflow from enqineerinq specializations and (e) economic in-
dicators. Effort is continuinq. Four publications have been presented in 
prior years. 
* * * * * * * * 
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ABSTRACTS .OF MASTER'S DEGREE RESEARCH REPORTS AND THESES 
TITLE: An Investigation Into the Solution of Three Dimensional 
Elastostatic Problems Usinq the Boundary Inteqral 
Technique 
CANDIDATE: Oavid C. Aldrich 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Or. Wayne E. Carroll, P.E. 
A R S T R A C T 
The boundary inteqral technique was implemented in a computer code 
for the general static analysis of three dimensional elastic solids. The 
was based on a formulation of the problem in which the governtng boundary 
equation is developed from the known solution to Kelvin's problem, by the 
application of Betti's reciprocal relationship. Mqdeling the boundary of 
the reqton being analyzed with plane elements and .assuming the tractions 
and displacements· constant across these elements leads to a set of simul-
taneous alqebraic equations approximating the boundary integral equation. 
Numerical techniques are used in the computer code to assemble and solve 
this set of equations. 
The operation of this code was demonstrated by the solution of 
several examole oroblems. The results of these problems show the code to 
be successful. It's practical application however is limited .due to th~ 
large solution time required. This time would be siqnificantly reduced if 
a more efficient equation solver were · employed. The time requirement 
could be a severe limitation when a relatively large number of elements is 
needed to model displacement qradients. The development of an element 
based on linear or hiqher order variation of displacements would greatl·y 
reduce the required mesh size in this case and thus the solu~ion time. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Molecular Size Distributions of Heavy Metals in 
Lake Washington 
CANDIDATE: William B. Andrews 
FACULTY. ADVISOR: Or. James S. Taylor, .P.E. 
A B S T R A C T 
Four untreated and one maqnesium treated water samples from Lake 
Washinqton, the potable water source for the city of Melbourne, Florida, 
were collected and analyzed for As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Fe, Pb, Ni, Zn, Mg, Ca, 
and color on the basis of molecular weiqht distribution. Molecular weiqht 
distributions of the samples were obtained using a Millipore ultrafiltra-
tion system and filters in the following sizes: 106, 105, 2.5 x 104, 
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. 104, and 103 nominal molecular weiqht limits (nmwl). Color causing 
materials in the untreated samples were found to be located in the mole-
cular weiqht fraction greater than 2.5 x 104 nmwl. The majority of the 
metals concentratio~s (approximately qreater than 80%) were also found to 
be located in the molecular weight fraction greater than 2.5 x 104 nll'Ml. 
Analysis of the magnesium treated (for maximum cola~ removal) sample 
showed hiqher concentrations of metals passinq the respective filter sizes 
as opposed to the untreated samples indicating less complexation or 
smaller molecular complexes of the metals. Thus, a fairly strong correla-
tion between heavy metals concentrations and color in the Lake Washinqton 
samples was indicated. · 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Nominal Molecular Weiqht Distribution of Color, TOC, 
TTHM Precursors and Acid ·Strenqth in a Hiqhly Organic 
Potable Water Sou~ce 
CANDIDATE: Jalil Fouroozi 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. James S. ·Taylor, P.E. 
A B S T R A C T 
This research investiqated the relationships between molecular size 
and the TOC, TTHM, acid strength and color concentrations present· in ·raw 
and coaqulated water from Lake Washinqton. Three separate coagulants .were 
utilized for investiqation. They were: Al~ Fe and Mg. Results indicat~d 
that the majority of the TOC, color and TTHM precursors were in the col-
loidal size range and removed by coagulation. The remaining TTHM 
precursors are mostly molecular and require a process other than coagula-
tion for removal from the potable water before environmental standards are 
met. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Analysis of Traffic Accidents at Daytona Beach in 
Volusia County, State of Florida 
CANDIDATE: Mohammad Reza Hajian 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. Satish Mohan 
A B S T R A C T 
Anyone who has been tempted to cross a beach or walk along a beach is 
aware of the poteDtial conflicts that can arise between pedestrians and 
vehicles. The competinq use of beach space results in conflicts between 
vehicles and pedestrians; many times the pedestrian's disregard for signed 
pedestrian safety provisions in the close vicinity and on the space allo-
cated for car lanes results in avoidable conflicts. 
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This report addresses the . pedestrian and vehic1e interaction at 
Daytona Beach in Volusia County of the State of Florida. This report has 
consolidated accident data for the period January 1, 1977 throuqh July 22, 
1979. The information was obtained through the Volusia County Department 
of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles. Based on this information, suqqes-
tions have been given for continued improvement of the traffic accident 
situation at Daytona Beach. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: , Ecological Responses of Lake Eola to Urban Runoff 
CANnIOATE: Harvey H. Harper 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. Yousef A. Yousef, P.E. 
A B S T R A C T 
Lake Eola is a land-locked lake located in downtown Orlando, Florida. 
Its surface area is approximately 27 acres (11 Ha) and water depth is 2-3 
feet (0.6 to 0.9 meters) near the shore area and 22 feet (6.7 meters) 
toward the center. 
Periodical water samples were collected from the lake and· storm-
drains for various stormwater events . Parameters analyzed include alka-
1 inity, hardness, solids, BOD5, TOC, nitroqen, phosphorus, and heavy 
metals for particulate and dissolved fractions. Loading rates from · 
nutrients and heavy metals released to Lake Eola due to stormwater runoff 
were analyzed, and lake impacts were evaluated. 
Alqal bioassay studies were performed to investiqate stormwater 
impacts on alqal productivity. Periodical water samples were collected 
from various locations in the lake, mixed and filtered for limiting 
nutrient studies usinq various concentrations of N, P, and Fe. Unialgal 
species of Selenastrum, Chlorella and indigenous species were used and 
chanqes in chlorophyll "a 11 and biomass were measured. Results indicate 
that phosphorus or nitrogen can be limitinq at some times of the year. 
Howevei, the ratio of P:N can be more important than actual concentration 
of phosphorus and nitroqen separately. 
Also, similar bioassays were performed on a mixture of stormwater, 
coaqulated stormwater and lake water at different ratios. These experi-
ments are used to facilitate stormwater management decisions. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: . Treatment Process Variations to Reduce TTHM Residuals 
in a Finished Water 
CANDIDATE: Edward L. Hatcher 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. James S. Taylor, P.E. 
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A B S T R A C T 
This research investiqates orqanic polymers, inorqanic coaqulants and 
separate unit operations for their effect on the total tri-halogenated 
(TTHM) residuals in a finished water. The water samples utilized for this 
project were taken from a hiqhly colored Central Florida potable water 
supply which is used by municipality which has a TTHM concentration in the 
finished water in excess of the proposed Federal limit. Results indicate 
that (1) organic polymers are not a significant source of THM precursors, 
(2) orqanic polymers, when used as a settling aid after coaqulation in Jar 
tests, are an effective means of filtration for removing THM precursors, 
(3) THM residuals produced after coagulation increased directly with 
chlorination pH, (4) there was no significant difference in the THM 
precursor removal after coaqulation for any coagulant tested and (5) 
coaqualtion removed a significant amount of THM precursor from the raw 
water. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Noise Description and Noise Control at the Federal, 
State and Local Level 
CANDIDATE: Bobby L. Henninq 
FACULTY AOVISOR: Mr. John C. Brown 
A B S T R A C T 
Noise, that undesirable portion of the ever-present sounds of our 
environment, has until the last decade, been considered as an unavoidable 
by-product of our rapid population qrowth and its accompanying mechaniza-
tion. As awareness of adverse health effects from noise exposure grew, 
the Federal qovernment, as protector of the public health and welfare, 
took the initial steps to control noise pollution. Federal legislation, 
beqinninq with the Clean Air Amendments of 1970, has been promulgated to 
control major offenders and to assist State and local governments in their 
endeavors to provide the public with an environment free from harmful 
noise levels. This paper first discusses sound and noise, the methods for 
describing and quantifying noise, and levels needed for protection. 
Secondly, control and abatement efforts are discussed with emphasis on 
leqislated qoals, the role of the Environmental Protection Agency, and 
State and local actions. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: The Effect of Ozone on Trihalomethane Precursors in Raw 
and Maqnesium Treated Lake Washington Water 
CANDIDATE: James Kent Kimes 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. James S. Taylor, P.E. 
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A B S T R A C T 
A bench scale laboratory ozonator was constructed ~nd determined to 
produce 27 mq 03/hr. A contractinq system and experimental procedure 
was developed to approximate a mass balance on the ozone applied to water 
samples. Ozone doses of 0, 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 ppm were applied to raw and 
magnesium treated water from Lake Washington which is the potable water 
source for Melbourne, Florida. The effect of ozone on trihalomethane 
precursors was studied by comparinq THM formation at less than 1, 24, 48, 
72 and 96 hours followinq chlorination. The concentrations of each 
specie, chloroform, bromodichloromethane, dibromochloromethane and 
bromoform are reported. The highest 96 hour TTHM concentrations reported 
were 2773 ppb for the raw and 1205 ppb for the treated water. Chloroform 
was found to be the major specie of the THM's, averaqing 80%. Ozone was 
found to reduce color of the raw and treated Lake Washinqton water. Ozone 
was shown to neither increase nor decrease TTHM concentr~tions with 
utilized ozone dosed up to 10 .6 ppm . Increasing utilization of ozone was 
found ·to increase CHClBr2 concentrations in the raw and coagul·ated 
water. Reqression equations at the 0.01 level of significance were 
developed for CHClBr2 formation and utilized ozone, color reduction and 
utilized ozone, TTHM formation and reaction time, and finally ozone 
production and time. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Phosphorus Dynamics of Lake Eola Sediments 
CANDIDATE: Frank Edwin Marshall III 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. Yousef A. Yousef, P.E. 
A B S T R A C T 
Lake Eola is an eutrophic, land-locked lake located in do·wntown 
Orlando, Florida. It has a surface area of approximately 27 acres (11.o· 
Ha) and a maximum water depth of 22 feet (6.7 meters) near the center. 
Sediment samples were collected from the lake bottom at various water 
depths and analyzed for physical characteristics and phosphorus content. 
Lake water samples were collected and analyzed for selected parameters as 
related to sediment phosphorus dynamics. Phosphorus release from 
aqitated, aerobic sediment samples was measured in laboratory batch 
experiments. 
Phosphorus release from anaerobic hypolimnetic sediments was measured 
by utilizinq in situ isolation chambers. Results indicate that phosphorus 
release from anaerobic Lake Eola sediments can be described by the 
Freundlich isotherm, indicating that release may be a desorptinn process. 
Phosphorus budqet ca1culations indicate that the phosphorus that accumu-
1 ates in the hypolimnion of Lake Eola has the potential for increasing 
productivity similar in extent to a runoff load follnwing a long ante-
cedent dry period, when overturn occurs. 
* * * * * * * * 
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ELECTRICAL ENGrnEERING .AND corttJNICATION SCIENCES . 
DEPARMNTAL Pf PORT · 
Chairman: B. E. Petrasko 
· Faculty: M. A. Belkerdid, E. E. Erickson, R. C . . Harden, M. G. 
Harris, B. E. Mathews, R. N. Miller, B. W. Patz, R. L. 
Phillips, F. 0. Simons, Jr., H. C. ·Towle, and R. L. Walker 
Dr. Brian Petrakso returned from Leave of Absence with Florida Board 
of Regents Staff. He was appointed Chairman of the Department of 
Electrical Engineering and Communication Sciences in the Sprfng Quarter. 
Dr. Richard Miller, from the University of ·Buffalo and SCEE, and Mr. 
Madjid Belkerdid, from UCF joined the faculty this past year. Ors. Aicha 
and Se~ki Riad accepted positions at the Virginia Polytechnical Institute. 
Dr. E. R. Mccarter was killed in a hoating accident in the Gulf Coast. 
Total enrollment increased by 14%, with the major ·increase beinq in 
the underqraduate program. Enrollments in both th~ undergraduate and 
qraduate program are expected to increase for several years as industry in 
Central Florida continues to grow. Major recent announcements . are the 
additJon of Western Electric in the South Orlando area and Westinghouse at 
UCF. . 
We are presently offering all required courses every quarter and will 
beqin expandinq the technical electives in the Fall quarter. Planning is 
underway for conversion to the semester system in 1980-81. 
More of the faculty were involved in sponsored research activity this 
year. Research projects continued with the Naval Traininq Equfpment 
Center, Arm.v Training Devices Office, the Naval Research Laboratory, NASA 
at Kennedy Space Center, and the Florida Solar Energy Center. The 
research activity contributed to a number of papers being pres~nted at · 
reqional, national and international conferences. Dr. Patz and Dr. Towle 
have each applied for two patents on work associated with their respective 
sponsored research. · 
The faculty were very active in attending conferences and profes-
sional workshops and have chaired numerous sessions at regional and 
national conferences. Several of the Faculty continue to be .active in the 
· Orlando Section of IEEE. Some hold national positions. Or. Patz is IEEE 
Computer Society Chairman of TIC on Chapters; Dr. Phillips is a natinnal 
director of Eta Kappa Nu; and Or. Simons ~nd Dr. Harden ar~ associate 
editors of SIMULATION, the journal of the Society for Computer Simulation. 
Or. Simons is also Editor for the Newsletter for CoED, a division of ASEE. 
Dr. Petrasko is the reqional student chapter Chairman for IEEE Computer 
Society. 
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PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS OF PROFESSIOOAL PAPERS 
1. ASHFORD,. R. M. and SIMONS, F. 0., Jr. "Desiqning Six Variable Combi-
national Loqic Circuits with the TI-59." Proceedinqs of the 11th 
Annual Pittsburqh Modelinq and Simulation Conference, Pittsburgh, 
PA, May 1-2, 1980. 
2. ER I CK SON, E. E. and HARDEN, R. C. 11 HP-67 Frequency Response Programs 
for Multiple Section Biquadratic Active Filter Models." Eleventh 
Annual Conference on Modeling and Simulation, Pittsburgh, PA, 
Ma.v 1-2, 1980. 
3. GILMOUR, A. S., HOPE, R. L. and MILLER, R. N.· "A 10 KHz Vacuum Arc 
Switch Iqnition. 11 14th Pulse Power Modulator Symposium, Orlando, 
FL, June, 1980. · 
4. GILMOUR, A. S., HOPE, R. L. and MILLER, R. N. "Vacuum Arc Switched 
Inverter Operation at 10 KHz." 14th Pulse Power Modulator Sym-
posium, Orlando, FL, June, 1980. 
5. PETRASKO, B. E. "Computer Science and Related Programs in the State 
of Florida." ASEE Southeastern Section Annual Meeting, March, 
1980. 
6. HARTMAN, J. P., KERSTEN, R. D. and MATHEWS, B. E. 11 Engineering and 
Non-Enqineers - 11 Years and 20,000 Students. 11 1979 Frontiers in 
Education Conference, Niaqra Falls, .Canada. 
7. HARDEN, R. C. and SIMONS, F. 0., Jr. "Laplace Transform Solutions ·of 
Differential Equations with the HP-67." Proceedings of the 11th 
Annual Pittsbur~h Modeling and Simulation Conference, Pittsburgh, 
PA, May 1-2, 19 0. 
8. HARDEN, R. C. and SIMONS, F. 0., Jr. "Root Locus Algorithms and 
·Routines Adapted to Hand-Held HP-67 Computers." Proceedings of 
the 12th Southeastern SymMosium Sbstem Theory, Old Dominion 
University, Norfolk, VA, ay 19-2 , 1980 .. 
9. HARDEN, R. C. and SIMONS, F. 0., Jr. "Root Locus Alqorithms and 
Routines Adapted to Hand-Held Calculators (TI-59)." 1980 Annual 
ASEE National Conference, Amherst, MA, June, 1980. 
10. TOWLE, H. C. and MARSHALL, A. "Infantry Weapon Trainer." Proceedinqs 
of Inter-service/Industr Training E ui ment Conference, November 
-29, 
11. WALKER, R. L. "Photovoltaic-Powered Pumps." Florida Solar En~r~y 
Center final report to the Stanford Research Institute. 
12. PHILLIPS, R.L., BELKERDID, M., and ANDREWS, L. "Marksmanship Gunnery 
Traininq Long Range Propagation Math Modelinq and Experimental 
Verification." NTEC, June, 1980. 
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13. PHILLIPS, R. L. and BELKERDID, M. "Measurement of Fading Statistics 
for a Laser Beam Propaqating Through Turbulence." Florida Conference 
Optical Society of America, Cocoa Beach, FL, October, 197q. 
14. PHILLIPS, R. L. and BELKEROin, M. "Measurements of Laser Beam Fading 
·Due to Turbulence." Florida Conference Optical Society of America, 
Orlando, FL, May, 1980. 
CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS, SHORT COURSES AT 
WHICH RESULTS OF RESEARCH WERE COMMUNICATED 
1. Eleventh Annual Conference on Modeling and Simulation, Pittsburgh, PA, 
May 1-2, 1980, "HP-fi7 Frequency Response Proqrams for Multiple Section 
Biquadratic Active Filter Models." (Erickson/Harden) 
2. 14th Pulse Power Modulator Symposium, Orlando, FL, June, 1980, "A 10-
KHz Vacuum Arc Switch Ignition" and "Vacuum Arc Switched Invertor 
Opera t i on at 10-K Hz . " ( Mi 11 er) 
3. ASEE Southeastern Section Annual Meeting, Orlando, FL, March, 1980, 
"Computer Science and Related Programs in the State of Florida." 
(Petrasko) 
4. Naval Research Laboratory, Washinqton, O.C., December, 1979, "A 
Proposed Fiber Optic Probe." (Phi 11 i ps) 
5. National Transportation Research Roard, Washington, D.C., January, 
1980, "Highway Pavement Rouqhness Measurement Using Electromagnetic 
Wave Scatter i n g . 11 ( Ph i 11 i p s I Mohan ) 
6. Florida Conference Optical Society of America, October, 1979, . 
"Measurement of Fading Statistics for a Laser Beam Propagating Through 
Turbulence." (Phi 11 ips/Belkerdid) 
7. Florida Conference Optical Society of America, May, 1980, "Measure-
ments of Laser Beam Fading Due to Turbulence." (Phi 11 ips/Belkerdid) 
8. Naval Traininq Equipment Center, June, 1980, "Marksmanship Gunnery 
Training Long.Range Propagation Math Modeling and Experimental Verifi-
cation," {.Phillips/Belkerdid/Andrews). 
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RESU~S OF SPONSORED PESEARCH 
TITLE: SCEEE Grant 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. B. E. Mathews, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Southeastern Center for Electrical Engineeri~q 
Educ at ion 
GRANT NUMBER: 18-1622-002 
A B S T R A C T 
Under this grant, UCF provides for the Southeastern Center for 
Electrical Enqineering Operations Office at the South Orlando Campus in 
the interest of the development of education and research in Electrical 
Engineerinq. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Hotqas Cleanup Project 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. R. Miller . 
SPONSORING AGENCY: SCEEE 
A B S T R A C T 
The purpose of this project was to evaluate the feasibility of UCF 
participatinq in a Federal Department of Energy contract involving the . 
removal of particulate matter from the flu qases of coal-fluid electric 
power qeneratinq plants. This contract is held by the Southeastern Center 
for Electrical Engineerinq Education, the principal investigator being Dr. 
David T. Shaw of the State University of New York at Buffalo. Sub-
contracts for technical effort are held by SUNY/Buffalo and General 
Electric at Schenectady, New York. The purpose of this contract is to 
develop and test equipment that will acoustically agglomerate the flu-qas 
particulate matter. This agglomeration is currently achieved by 
introducinq high-intensity (greater than 160 dB) sound waves into the hot 
flu qases, causing vibrational motion and collision of the particles, 
which agqlomerate into 1ar9er particles of sufficient size to precipitate 
from the flu qases. Initial tests by Dr. Shaw indicate the possibility of 
removal of the particulate to a degree permitting use of the flu gases in 
the qas-turbine portion of combined cycle generatin9 plants, which is the 
immediate application envisioned by DOE. 
* * * * * * * * 
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TITLE: ORTH Imaqe Conversion 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. B. W. Patz, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Naval Traininq Equipment Center 
GRANT NUMRER: 10-2100-038 
A B S T R A C T 
This contract to develop alqorithms for an ORTHO Imaqe real time 
computer qenerated imaqe procedure is complete and has been suoerceeded by 
Terrain Display. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Terrain Display 
. PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. B. W. Patz, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Naval Training Equipment .Center 
GRANT NUMBER: 10-2101-027 
A B S T R A C T 
Terrain Display deals with developing and evaluatinq a real time 
computer qenerated image procedure. Computer generated imagery to date 
indicates that the algorithms are valid and further that they may lead to 
improved CGI techniques. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: EM Wave Scattering 
PRINCIPAL .INVESTIGATOR: Dr. R. L. Phillips and Mr. Barry Bullard, E.I. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: UCF - EIES 
GRANT NUMBER: 11-1699-024 
A B S T R A C T 
Millimeter wave scatterinq (35 GHz) from rough surfaces was studied 
experimentally. Exact measurements of the surface rouqhness were made and 
then correlated to the statistics of the fluctuatinq detected millimeter 
wave signal. 
* * * * * * * * 
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TITLE: Laser Propaqat ion 
PRINCIPAL. INVESTIGATOR: Dr. R. L. Phillips and Dr. ·L. C. Andrews 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Naval Traininq Equipment Center 
GRANT NUMBER: 10-2101-028 
A B S T R A C T 
Laser propaqation over long distance near earth paths. Mathematical 
models were constructed and experimental verification was carried out at 
NASA Space Shuttle Loadinq Facility. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Pressure Effects 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. R. L. Phillips 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Naval Research Laboratory 
GRANT NUMBER: 10-1622-011 
A B S T R A C T 
Optical fibers have been shown that they can be used in an inter-
ferometer to detect sound. One leg of the interferometer is immersed in 
water and subjected to a sound pressure field. The pressure causes a 
small change in the index of refraction of the glass fiber. The index 
change produces a shift in the interferometer fringe pattern. This sound 
pressure sensitivity of the fiber may be deleteriously effected by a 
larqe hydrostatic pressure. This project will first test the fiber loss 
under larqe pressures of up to 10,000 p.s.i. The dynamic sensitivity will 
be thus determined also under the same static pressure. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Shock Tube 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. Charles Nuckolls, P .. E.·, Dr. R. L. Phillips 
and M. A. Belkerdid 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Naval Research Laboratory 
GRANT NUMBER: 10-2101-038 
A B S T R A C T 
A water shock tube was constructed which could simulate 125 lbs. of 
TNT underwater explosion a distance of 11 feet. This facility is being . 
used to test the effects of shock waves on fiber optic components. 
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I 
TITLE: Turbulence Scatterinq of Laser Beams 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Mr. J. K. Beck and Or. R. L. Phillips 
SPONSORING AGENCY: IJCF - EIES 
GRANT NUM~ER: 11-1699-029 
A B S T R A c· T 
. Very controlled turbulence was created in the UCF low velocity wind 
tunnel. The turbulence was then measured to ensure it was isotropic and 
homogeneous. The turbulence measurements which were made usinq a hot wire 
anemometer were then compared to laser beam scintillations as the beam 
traversed the wind tunnel turbulence. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Technical Support Simulator Program and 
Electronic Scorinq System: Lasers 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. H. C. Towle, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Naval Traininq Equipment Center 
GRANT NUMBER: 10-2101-003 
A B S T R A C T 
Technical support was provided for a microprocessor system develop-
ment capability es~ablished at the Naval Training Equipment Center in 
Code 73. Applications investiqated for microprocessor control and scoring 
included ship-to-shore bombardment trainers, no-drop dive ·bombinq and the 
universal infantry weapons trainer (UIWT). 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Infantry Weapons 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. H. C. Towle, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Naval Training Equipment Center 
GRANT NUMBER: 10-2101-050 
A B S T R A C T 
Infantry weapons support covers advanced versions of the universal 
infantry weapo~s trainer (UIWT) based on 8086 microprocesso~ systems such 
as the Intel single-board-computer (SBC)-86-12. These advanced· versions 
will provide traintng for anti-armour and other indirect fire devices. 
* * * * * * * * 
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TITLE: LATAGS Support 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Or. H·. C. Towle, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Naval Traininq Equipment Center 
GRANT NUMBER: 10-2101-023 
A B S T R A C T 
The LATAGS or Laser air-to-air qunner trainer is an advanced system 
which is to use an aircraft on-board computer. This coritract effort is to 
supply analysis of interface problems with this system. The contract also 
provides continuing effort on various versions of UIWT. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Photovoltaic Plan 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. R. L. Walker, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: FSEC 
GRANT NUMBER: .11-1622-001 
A B S T R A C T 
Planning for erection, fittinq, and instrumentation of a residence 
with four to five kilowatts of photovoltaic panels on the South-facinq 
roof section was carried out. Tests were conducted on a series string of 
seven (and another of 14) PV panels to determine peak power point, pro-
tective diode placement, etc. 
·This project also partially supported the first passive solar design 
competition, directed by Chris Beck, includinq the publication ·of the 
summary winninq. designs and other passive desiqn information. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Photovoltaic House 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. R. L. Walker, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: FSEC 
GRANT NUMBER: 11-1622-002 
A B S T R A C T 
The house havinq been erected, photovoltaic panels were tested on · 
delivery, desiqns made for ganginq them, and mounting them to the roof. 
The data-loqqing equipment was selected, sensors to measure quantities of 
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interest were chosen, and the erection of the array carried out up to 4200 
peak watts of PV panels, with 1000 more coming later under support from 
Florid~ Power and Light. Aid was also received from M.I.T .. Lincoln Labs 
(about $30,000 in dollar support plus counsel on their experiences with 
large PV installations). One junior EE student assisted full-time on this 
project. 
* * * * * * * * 
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ABSTRACTS OF MASTER'S DEGREE RESEARCH REPORTS AND THESES 
TITLE: The General Purpose Interface Bus 
CANDIDATE: Ernest D. Baker 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. Herbert C. Towle, P.E. 
A B S T R A C T 
The General Purpose Interface Bus, as defined by the IEEE Standard,' 
deals with systems that require digital data to be transferred between a 
qroup of instruments. An overview of this standard is presented which 
summarizes the interface's capabilities, functions and versatility by 
explaininq the basic interface concepts. In addition, a GPIB testing 




* * * * * * * * 
Fade Time Statistics of Laser Liqht Propagating 
Through Turbulent Atmosphere 
Madjid Belkerdid 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Or. Ronald L. Phillips 
A B S T R A C T 
The average fade time of the fluctuations in the intensity of laser 
liqht propagation in the atmosphere is analyzed. Experimental results 
show that the averaqe fade time for a propagation distance of 208 meters, 
in the weak turbulente regime, is well described by formulas developed 
from a Loq-Normal distribution. A circuit that calculates real time 
statistics of fade time is designed, then validated usinq a sine wave 
input whose fade time statistics are predetermined. The experimental 
siqnal is then tested for stationarity, and the average fade time is 
measured. A curve fittinq is then performed for the experimental data and 
compared theoretical results. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: The Development of New Filter Functions Based Upon 
Solutions to Special Cases of the Sturm-Lioville 
Equation 
CANDIDATE:· Stephen J. Chapman 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. R. C. Harden, P.E. 
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A B S T R A C T 
Two common classes of filter functions in use today, Butterworth 
functions and Chebyshev functions, are based upon solutions to special 
cases of the Sturm-Liouville equation. Here, solutions to several other 
special cases ·of the Sturm-Liouville equation were used to develop filter 
functions, and the properties of the ~esultinq fi~ters were examined. 
The followiriq functions were explored: Chebyshev functions of the 
second .kind, untraspherical functions of the second and third kinds, 
Hermite functions, and Legendre functions. Filter functions were 
developed for each of the first five polynomials in each series· of 
functions, and maqnitude and phase responses were tabulated and plotted. 
One of the classes of functions, the Hermite functions, led to 
filters which have a significant advantage over the co1T1T1only used 
Chebyshev filters in passband magnitude response, and were essentially the 
same as Chebyshev filters in stopband magnitude response and phase 
response. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: · Bipolar Bit Slice Microprocessors 
CANDIDATE: Mack Ouqgan Cooley, Jr. 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. B. W. Patz, P.E. 
A B S T R A C T 
The purpose of this paper is to undertake a survey of state of art 
hiqh speed bipolar bit slice microprocessor elements. Three systems are 
discussed: The 2900 microprocessor family; the 10800 microprocessor 
family and the 8x02 microcontroller. A description of the microprocessor 
and microprogram controller elements for each family is presented and an 
example of the 2900 family is discussed. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Optical Fiber Dispersion Characterization 
CANDIDATE~ Alan Edward Geeslin 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. Aicha A. R. Riad 
A B S T R A C T 
This thesis discusses the dispersion of optical pulses in fiber 
wavequides. Procedures for determininq the transfer function of an 
optical fiber usinq either time domain measurements or frequency domain 
measurements are qiven. A test set is described which uses time domain 
measurements for dispersion characterization. Complex transfer function 
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data are presented for various fiber lenqths as well as optical 
connectors. Prediction of bandwidths of lonq fibers from bandwidth/ 
measurements taken on shorter lenqth fibers is discus~ed. A relation 
between the bandwidth of cascaded connectors in terms of the bandwidth of 
a single connector is obtained. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: A Ten Kilometer Transmission System Fiber Optics Versus 
KU-Band 
CANDIDATE: John A. Hallmark, Jr. 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. Michael G. Harris 
A B S T R A C T 
This research paper discusses the design, evaluation and selection of 
a transmission system to be used in checkinq out the Spacelab high rate 
data .system. The transmission systems evaluated are discussed, as well as 
the criteria utilized in selectinq the final system. The installation of 
a fiber optics cable and the testing of this cable are discussed. The 
determination of the optimum location of the high rate data bit synchro-
nizer and the Viterbi decoder is presented. Utilization of this data to 
justify the installation of a shorter fiber optics system inside the O&C 
Buildinq is presented. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Optimum Monotonic Transient Response Filters 
CANDIDATE: Peter H. Halpern 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. F. 0. Simons, Jr. 
A B S T R A C T 
The problem of desiqning sharp cutoff filters with monotonic step 
responses is addressed. The impulse responses of the filters are expanded 
in terms of finite duration trigonometric polynomials. The coefficients 
of the trigonometric polynomials are obtained, for arbitrary frequency 
penalty functions, by solving a generalized eiqenvalue problem. Once the 
trigonometric polynomial is specified the network can be synthesized with 
known techniques. 
Two theorems which assist in the numerical solution are proven. 
* * * * * * * * 
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TITLE: Statistical Fadinq of a Spherical Optical Wave in 
. Atmospheric Turbu 1 ence 
CANDIDATE: Loraine M. Locke 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. Ronald L. Phillips 
A B S T R A C T 
A formula for the averaqe fade time of the intensity of a spherical 
optical wave traveling through atmospheric turbulence is developed. The 
model employed involves isotropic, homoqeneous statistics using a log-
normal distribution for the channel. The analysis is based on the fact 
that the loqarithm of the irradiance is normally distributed and uses the 
work of S. O. Rice who developed such an expression for a zero mean, 
Gaussian process. The analysis employs the covariance function and the 
Taylor frozen turbulence hypothesis which results in an expression for the 
autocorrelation function. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Diqital Architecture for a Computer Based Imaging System 
CANDIOATE: John 0. Mcintosh 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. Brian E. Petrasko 
A B S T R A C T 
There is a qreat need for a qraphic simulation system used as a 
training device to take the place of actual flyinq. A qood system will 
greatly reduce th~ cost of traininq men as well as cut down on casualties. 
Several systems have been tried and are now in use. Among them are 
two that are worthy of more study. These are the CCTV or model board and 
the diqital systems. Both have several disadvantages that create a need 
for a new syste~. 
One such ~~stem is an optically based digitally processed system that 
combines the best features of two previous systems. · This system uses · 
charge-coupled-device memories that are diqitally accessed by a 
microcomputer based system. The information from the CCD's is then 
processed and calculations are performed on it to transform it into a form 
that can be displayed on a cockpit-like screen. The system also allows 
for interaction between the pilot and itself. 
* * * * * * * * 
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TITLE: Electromagnetic Wave Scattering From A Rough Surface 
CANDIDATE: Elie G. Nacouzi 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. Ronald L. Phillips 
AB .ST RAC T 
This was a study to measure surface rouqhness using scatterinq of 
electromagnetic waves in the Ka and X microwave frequency bands. The 
detected fluctuations of the reflected field intensity is a measure of 
surface roughness. The reflected field intensity depends on the wave-
length, the anqle of incidence and the electrical pro~erties of the media. 
Since the surface oresents irregularities with randomly distributed 
facets, the characteristics of the rough-surface reflected wave can only 
be described by ~he statistical properties of the field intensity. The 
dependence of the normalized moments of the returned scatter on distance 
from the rough surface to the receivinq antenna was analyzed as a function 
of surface roughness distribution at two differe~t frequency-bands. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Statistical Fadinq of a Plane Optical Wave in 
Atmospheric Turbulence 
CANDIDATE: John F. O'Hara 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. Ronald L. Phillips 
A B S T R A C T 
A formula for the average fade time of the intensity of a plane 
optical wave travelinq through atmospheric turbulence is developed. The 
model employed ihvolves isotropic, homogenous statistics using a loqnormal 
distribution for the channel. The analysis is based on the fact that the· 
logarithm of the irradiance is normally distributed and uses the work of 
S. O. Rice who developed such an expression for a zero mean, Gaussian 
process. The analysis employs the covariance function and the Taylor 
frozen turbulence hypothesis which results in an expression for the auto-
correlation function. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: An Application of a Sinqle Chip Slave Microcomputer as 
an Intelligent Interface 
CANDIDATE: Thomas James Riordan 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. H. C. Towle, P.E. 
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This thesis describes the operation of an intelligent controller 
exisitinq between a computer system and a peripheral. The intelligent · 
controller is implemented with an INTEL universal peripheral interface, 
UPI-41, sinqle chip slave microcomputer. The interfaces between the 
controller and the computer system, and the controller and the peripheral 
are described in detail, as are the firmware and internal facilities of 
the controller itself. An evaluation of system operation is presented 
and, finally, the organizational philosophy of the system is discussed. 
Located within the appendices are a system schematic and listing of the 
controller program. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Speed Control of OC Shunt Motor for Electric Car Use 
CANDIDATE: Mahmoud Shahi 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. Robert Walker, P.E. 
A B S T R A C T 
This report describes the speed characteristics and various methods 
of speed control of DC shunt (separately excited) motors, especially for 
application in electrical vehicles. The basic behavior of the DC motor is 
discussed, along with traditional and modern techniques of speed control. 
As an example, a speed controller for a shunt motor (built and tested by 
the author) is discussed. Two types of speed controllers for electric 
cars are discussed, and the performance results for an experimental 
electric car are presented. Finally, a design for a 24 HP car motor 
controller using both armature and field control was simulated on a 
smaller scale in the laboratory. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: The Theory and Application of Frequency Domain 
Deconvolution Using Optimum Compensation in Time 
Domain Measurement 
CANDIDATE: Robert Bruce Stafford 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. Sedki M. Riad 
A B S T R A C T 
This thesis describes a method of transforming a deconvolution 
problem into an equivalent convolution problem. A short discussion of the 
theory behind convolution and deconvolutio,n is included, along with a· 
survey of techniques now beinq used. A new method using a synthesized 
compensator is p~opose~ and mathematically developed. Finally, the 
results of apply1nq this method to several real and analytical signals are 
given. 
* * * * * * * * 
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TITLE: A Microcomputer Implementation of Real Time, 
Continuously Programmable Digital Filters 
CANDIDATE: William E. Storma 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. F. 0. Simons, Jr. 
A B S T R A C T 
When a filter transfer function in s is replaced with the bilinear 
transform in z, the resulting discrete model represents the original 
continuous model within a second order accuracy of inteqration. A unique 
set of recently discovered minimum memory algorithms that perform the 
bilinear transform on a continuous transfer function are implemented on an 
INTEL 8080 microprocessor system. Scaling techniques are used to 
frequency scale all transfer functions to a standardized frequency. All 
data words are represented in a siqned binary double precision format to 
maintain higher calculation speed and accuracy. 
Three .test case transfer functions of different order are implemented 
using the bilinear transform alqorithms. First, the algorithms are used 
to qenerate the three discrete models. Second, the continuous time models 
are driven by a step input function, generating a ~ontinuous time output. 
Third, the step function input is discretized and used to drive the 
bilinear algorithm derived models. Finally, the discrete outputs are 
compared with the continuous time outputs to validate and evaluate the 
software techniques used to implement the bilinear alqorit~ms, which imply 
that the techniques provide a basis for new hardware designs. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Study of the Avalanche Multiplication and Siqnal-To-
Noise Power Ratio in the Ternary InxGa1-xAs 
Avalanche Photodiode 
CANDIDATE: Susan Lee W}111er 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. Aicha A. R. Riad 
A B S T R A C T 
Major advances in fiber optic transmissions have brought about a need 
for hiqhly sensitive photodetectors. In order to detect this type of 
transmission, the photodetector must be able to detect one of the two low 
loss windows of the fiber optics transmission. The photodetector must 
also be characterized by a hiqh gain and fast speed of response without 
generatinq excessive noise power. This report compares different types of 
hiqh speed photodetectors, with emphasis on the merits of using an ava-
lanche photodiode. The report studies the avalanche multiplication and 
the siqnal-to-noise power ratio in the ternary InGaAs. The effects of the 
absorption coefficient, the depletion width, and the impurity concentra-
tion are studied. Finally, an optimization of the siqnal-to~noise power 
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ratio is achieved by selectinq the proper impurity concentration profile 
at suitable values of absorption coefficient and epitaxial width. 




Chairman: R. G. Oenninq 
Faculty: B. D. Bullard, J. C. Debo, H. L. Griffith, C. M. Head, 
J. W. Hubler, K. W. Osborne, T. F. Wells 
The Enqineerinq Technology Department continued moderate growth in 
all areas during the 1979-80 academic year. Student enrollment increased 
while the number of qraduates was 74. Employment opportunities continued 
to be outstanding for Engineerinq Technology qraduates with essentially 
100% emplo.vment and startinq salaries ranqinq up to $22,000~ 
nurinq the 1979-80 academic year the Department had one faculty 
resiqnation and the vacancy was filled by the appointment of Thomas F. 
Wells. The faculty continued to grow professionally with most not holdinq 
terminal deqrees involved in various staqes of qraduate education. Most 
notably, Professor Osborne was granted a 9 month leave of absence without 
pay and completed the course work at FAU for the Doctorate. Professor 
Bullard received fundino from the U. S. Ai~ Force Scientific Office of 
Research to conduct research in Shipboard Antenna Placement Optimization 
summer of 1980 and to be continued into 'the 1980-Bl ·academic year. 
Professor Bullard was also selected as an "Outstanding younq man of 
America" for 1980. The entire Engineerinq Technology faculty was active 
in professional, educational, and community organizations . . 
Several new courses were offered during .the year includinq an intro-
duction to microprocessors for non-electronics students so that they may 
be aware of the current industrial practices in this developing area. The 
acquisition of two Apple computers allowed the improvement of an existing 
computer applications course and plans are in effect to further utilize 
the Apples to expand the applied kno.wledqe of the Enqineerinq Technoloqy 
qraduates. Twenty-four courses were offered during the evening at the 
main campus and fifteen courses were offered at the Brevard Campus . . 
During the summer of 1980 our first offering at the Melbourne Campus of 
Brevard Community College was well received with an over capacity 
enrollment of 32. 
During the 1979-80 academic year the Enqineering Technology Depart-
ment rece~ved accreditation for all four proqrams from the Engineers 
Council for Professional Development (subsequently changed to Accreditinq 
Board for Enqineering and Technology [ABET]). This is the hiqhest level 
of accreditation for Enqineerinq Technology attainable. Also the UCF Air 
Force ROTC, as the resuit of the ABET accreditation, can award full 
scholarships to Engineerinq Technology students where in the past only 
partial scholarships were possible. 
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.Several accreditation visits were made by Engineerinq Technology 
faculty during the recent year. Dr. Denning made two ECPD - ABET visits 
and Southern Association of Colleoes and Schools ·visit. Professor Hubler 
made one ECPO . - ABET visit. The Department Chairman continued to be the 
principal administrator of the Science-Careers and Enqineerinq Awareness 
Proqram for the second year. This proqram is desiqned to make the 
minority youth aware of the rewardin~ careers in Science and .Enqineerinq 
subcontracted throuqh FAMU with CETA and proven to be effective for both 
lJCF and the qreat_er Or 1 ando area. 
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·PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS OF PROFESSIONAL PAPERS 
1. BULLARO, B. D. "Shipboard Antenna Placement Optimization-(SAPO)." 
Final Report, SCEE-Air Force Office of Scientific Research-
Rol ling Air Force Base, DC, September 1, 1979. 
2. DENNING, R. G. and GREENE, W. B. "Validity of Hydrostatic Pressure 
·rest Requirements Followinq Weld Repairs to 1200 Psi Main Stream 
· pipinq Systems." Ship System Engineering, September, 1979. 
3. GRIFFITH, H. L. "Skill Requirements and Training Needs." Study for 
U. S. Navy Traininq Equipment Center, July, 1979. 
4. GRIFFITH, H. L. and HEAD, C. M. "Freeze Warninq. 11 Final Report, 
lJCF-EIES, March, 1980. 
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RESUMES OF SPONSORED RESEARCH 
TITLE: EM Wave Scatterin~ 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. R. L. Phillips, Mr. Barry D~ Bullard, E.I. 
and Dr. S. Mohan 
SPONSORING AGENCY: UCF - EIES 
GRANT NUMBER: 11-1699-024 
A B S T R A C T 
Millimeter wave scatterinq (35 GHz) from rough surfaces was studied 
experimentally. Exact measurements of the surface roughness were made and 
then correlated to the statistics of the fluctuatinq detected millimeter 
wave siqnal. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Shipboard Antenna Placement Optimization (SAPO) 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Mr. Barry D. Bullard, E.I. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: · Air Force Office of Scientific Research 
GRANT NUMBER: 10-1627-001 
A B S T R A C T 
A search was conducted to determine the most accurate and available 
means for optimum top-side antenna placement aboard Advanced Range Instru-
mentation Ships (ARIS). The qoal of the search was to develop a user-
oriented computer program of shipboard antenna placement optimization for 
use by TOEIS engineers at the Air Force Eastern Test Range. It was 
determined that for electromagnetic compatibility considerations (near 
field), the computer alqorithms PECAL/DECAL - (ECAC) represented the bases 
for the best technique. The Numerical Electromagnetic Code NED - (NOC) 
was determined to represent the best technique for the analytical calcula-
tion of antenna far-field radiation patterns in complex shipboard enviro·n-
ments. Efforts were continued for the utilization of PECAL/DECAL. 
* * * * * * * * 
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TITLE: Freeze Warninq Feasibility Study by Use of a 
Grove Owned Microcomputer Information System 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. Clarence Head, P.E. and Mr. Harold 
Griffith, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: UCF - EIES 
GRANT NUMBER: 11-1699-030 
A B S T R A C T 
The grower ultimately has the prime responsibility for making freeze 
protection decisions for his qrove. Instrumentinq individual qroves with 
microcomputer sensor systems and computer link capabilities can now be 
accomplished at costs acceptable to the small qro~er. The study indicates 
that further investiqation and development of grove monitoring systems, 
h .~roloqical management systems, and computer links with National Weather 
Service and County Aqricultural Centers is warranted. 
* * * * * * * * 
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RESUMES OF UNSPONSORED RESEARCH 
TITLE: The Feasibility of Solar Production of Alcohol 
for Use as Heating .Fuels 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr . C. M. Head, P.E. 
A B S T R A C T 
The objective of this project was to investigate the feasibility of 
producinq alcohol fuels from waste products. 
The project was designed to study the feasibility of producing 
alcohol fuels from citrus wastes. Both small and larqe scales of produc-
tion were investiqated. Discussions and visits with the Florida Aqri-
culture Research Center and the Minute Maid Orange Juice Plant were con-
ducted. It was found that the residue or wastes from large comnercial 
operations were of a quality impractical for larqe scale alcohol produc-
tion. Grove and farm citrus wastes, however, were of a quality sufficient 
to produce alcoholic fuels. The quantity of such wastes available at a 
single site would necessitate small scale production that would meet the . 
need of small or local operations. 
This project indicates that further investiqation into small scale 
operations is warranted at a future date. · 
* * * * * * * * 
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INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 
ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
DEPARTMENTAL REPORT 
Chairman: G. E. WhitP.house 
Faculty: C. S. Bauer, C. B. Gambrell, Y. A. Hosni, H. I. Klee, 
n. G. Linton, C. S. Park, G. F. Schrader, C. J. White 
The period 1979-RO has been a time of growth and great activity for 
the Industrial Engineering and Manaqement Systems Department at the 
University of Central Florida. The qraduate ~nd undergraduate population 
has increased by more than 30%. In September the department was named 
1979 Outstanding Enqineerinq Department in Florida by the Florida 
Enqineering Society. The department is in the process of determining the 
f easibili~y of a Productivity Center for Central Florida. A number of 
fac ulty and students within the department are develo~ing computer 
programs to solve traditional industrial engineering problems written in 
BASIC to be run on the TRS 80 and Apple Microcomputers. This activity is 
beinq reported in a series of columns in Industrial Engineerinq Magazine . 
The department will be cooperatinq with the Business College to develop 
an Engineerinq Manaqement Deqree. 
The publication activity within the department remains high with over 
40 articles and presentations. Our faculty attended over 20 Professional 
Meetings in addition to 20 continuing education experiences. The faculty 
received traininq in Computer Graphics, Data Communications, Distributed 
Computing, Project Management, Microcomputers, Material Handling, PASCAL, 
TRYNSYS, SLAM, Heuristics Algorithms, and Department Management. 
The department was involved in 15 sponsored and 10 unsponsored 
research activities. The faculty are Principal Investigators on contracts 
funded at a level in excess of $300,000. Projects include Terrain 
Display, Weapon and Training Simulation, Heat Waste Recovery, Solar Window 
Film Analysis, Industrial Productivity, Reengineering for the Blind, Navy 
Student Flow Simulation Model, and Project Management. Twenty graduate 
students have been actively working on research reports and theses. Ten 
of these students graduated during the year. 
The faculty remain very active in professional societies. Dr. Bauer 
is newsletter editor for AIIE's Computer Information Systems Division. He 
was also Secretary of the local chapter of the Florida Engineering 
Society. Dr. Schrader continues as Executive Vice President for Chapter 
Operations of AIIE. Dr. Hosni is Vice President of the local AIIE 
chapter. Ors. Park, Linton and Whitehouse are on the local AIIE Executive 
Committee. Or. Doering continues as Regional Vice President of Alpha Pi 
Mu. Ors. Hosni, Klee, Linton, Park and Bauer are reviewers for various 
journals. Ors. Gambrell, Schrader, and Whitehouse continue to serve on 
accreditation visitation teams and Dr. Gambrell is the AIIE representative 
on the Board of Oirectors of ABET. 
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The Colle9e of Engineerinq Computinq Laboratory under the direction · 
of the IEMS Department continues to qrow and has · moved to new larger 
quarters. Areas of emphasis include Computer Graphics, Mini/Micro 
Computer Systems, Computer Speech, and Robotics. · 
Our students continue active and for the sixth straight year they won 
first prize for the group competition in the Annual Engineer's Fair at 
UCF. The lJCF Chapter of Alpha Pi Mu initiated 10 members during the year. 
The AIIE students instituted a Colleqewide newsletter and ·published two 
volumes this y~ar. Donald Washburn was named Gardner Scholar by the 
N~tional AIIE Orqanization and Donna Tidwell is a finalist for Project 
Manaqement Institute Research Award. 
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PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS OF PROFESSIONAL PAPERS 
1. BAUER, C. S. "A Microcomputer Implementation of a Visual Display 
System. 11 Proceedings of First Inerservice/Industry Training 
Equipment Conference, Orlando, FL, November, 1979. 
2. BAUER, C. S. and WHITEHOUSE, G. E. "Five Years of Experience in 
Teachinq Microcomputers to Industrial Enqineers-- 11 What we've 
Learned. 11 Proceedings of ASEE Southeastern Section Meeting, 
Orlando, March, lQBO. 
3. DOERING, R. D'. "Evaluation of Firearm Simulation Systems for Tactical 
Traininq of Police ." First Interservice/Industry Training Equip-
ment Conference Proceedinqs, Orlando; FL, November 27-29, 1979. 
4. DOERING, R. 0. and HOSNI, Y. A. "Saving Tax Dollars in Public 
Buildinqs, Case Studies in Florida." AIIE 1979 Fall Industrial 
Enqineerinq Conference Proceedings, Houston, TX, November 13-16. 
5. DOERING, R. D. "Evaluation of a Slurry Solid Waste System for Food 
Facilities at Walt Disney World." Proceedings of 1979 Society 
for Advancement of Food Service Research, Richmond, VA, November 
l-3' 1979. 
6. DOERING, R. D. "Low Temperature and Conventional Dishwasher Systems, 
Plus Designinq Grease Traps for Food Facilities." Society for 
Advancement of Food Service Research, Research Proceedinqs, June, 
1980. 
7. DOERING, R. 0. and HOSNI, Y. A. "Sensitivity Analysis for Multi:-
Variables Methodoloqy and Application for the Economics of Energy 
Management Systems." Perqammon Press, Computers and IE Magazine 
11th issue, Vol. 3, No. 3, July, 1979. 
8. DOERING, R. D. and HOSNI, Y. A. "Energy Manaqement Systems, Factors, 
Mod~ling and Analysis." First International s.bUposium on Policy 
Analysis and Information Systems Proceedings, ur~am, NC, June 
28-30, 1979. 
9. DOER ING, R. D. and HOSN I, Y. A. "The Economics of Enerqy Management." 
Florida Scientist, Vol. 42, No. 1, Winter, 1980. 
10. DOERING, R. D. "How Will Our Kitchens Chanqe?" Reconnaissance III 
Conference, Institute Maqazine, Snowbird, Utah, July 22-23, 1979. 
11. DOERING, R. D. "Evaluation of Future World Food Processing Concepts 
at Walt Disney World." 1979 Conference, Society for Advancement 
of Food Service Research, Richmond, VA, November 1-3, 1979. 
12. DOERING, R. 0. and HOSNI, Y. A. "Energy Audit Case Studies." FES 
63rd Annual Meeting, Hollywood, FL, September 22-23, 1979.-
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. . 
13. DOERING, R. n. and HOSNI, Y. A. "Analysis of Solar Window Film 
I n st a 11 at i on s i n Fl or i d a St ate Ru i1 d i n gs . 11 F 1 or i d a Academy of 
Sciences 44th Annual Meetinq, Tampa, FL, _March 25, 1980. 
14. DOER ING, R. D. "Energy Conservation Projects for Restaurants--Case 
Studies." National Restaurant Association, Quality Assurance 
Officers Workshop, Savannah, GA, Aoril 24-25, 1980. 
15. HOSNI, Y. A. "Indirect Fire Simulation Using Remotely Piloted 
Helicopter." NTEC Interservice/Industry Training Equipment Con-
ference Proceedinqs, Orlando, FL, November 27-29, 1979. 
16. HOSNI, Y. A. and LINTON, D. C. "Performance Standards in Developme.n t 
of Computer Projects." AIIE, 1979 Fall Industrial Enlineering 
Conference Proceedings, Houston, TX, November 13-16, 979. 
17. HOSNI, Y. A., et.al. "Evaluation of Maximal Flow Algorithm as a 
Traffic Routing Optimization Technique." 11th Annual Pittsburgh 
Conference on Modelinq and Simulation Proceedin~s, Pittsburgh , 
PA, May l-2, l980. 
18. HOSNI, Y. A. "Software Engineering Projects-Time and Cost Estimates . " 
Florida Academy of Sciences 44th Annual Meeting, Tampa, FL, March 
23-25' 1980. 
19. HOSNI' y. A. "Re-engineering for the Bl ind. II Florida Department of 
Education, Division of Blind Services, October, 1979. 
20. HOSNI, Y. A. and DOERING, R. D. "Sensitivity Analysis for Multi-
Variahles-Methodology and Applications for the Economics of 
Enerqy Manaqement Systems." Computers and IE magazine, Vol . 3, 
No. 3, July, 1979. 
21. KLEE, H. I. "Solar Economics-Short Term Costing." 1979 Fall Indus-
trial Enqineering Conference Proceedinqs, Houston, TX, November, 
1979. 
22. KLEE, H. I. . "An Alternative to Life Cycle Costing for Solar Systems ." 
1980 American Section of International Solar Enerqy Society-
. Meeting Proceedinqs, Phoenix, AZ, June, 1980. 
23. LINTON, D. G. and HOSNI, Y. A. "Potential Manual/Instrumentation · 
Requirements to Support MILES Battalion Level Exercises." PM 
TRADE, revised June, 1979. 
24. LINTON, D. G. and HOSNI, Y. A. "Instrumentation Support for 
Evaluatinq Military Exercises." First Interservice/lndustry 
Training Equipment Conference Proceedings, November, 1979. 
25. LINTON, D. G. "Availability Analysis for Paralleled Systems with 
General Failure Distributions." TIMS/ORSA Conference, Wash-
ington, D.C., May, 1980. 
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2n. PARK, C. S. 11 Risk Analysis - SLAM as a Simulation Language." ASEE 
Annual Conference, University of Massachussetts, Amherst, ~ 
June 23-25, 1980. 
27. PARK, C. S. "An Investment Simulation Model in Electrical Utility." 
Modeling and Simulation Conference, Pittsburgh, PA, May 1-2, 
1980. 
28. PARK, C. S. "Time-Sharinq Computer Program for Evaluating A Buy-Vs-
Lease Decision. 11 Industrial Engineerinq, July, 1980. 
· ?.9. PARK, C. S. and WHITEHOUSE, G. E. "Student Flow Simulation Model -
Applied to U. S. Navy Consolidated Electronic Warfare Training 
System." ACM Conference on Computer Simulation, New York, Apr il 
21-22. 
30. PARK, C. S., et.a l. "The Effectiveness of Using Uncertainty Resolu-
tion to Measure Investment Flexibility in Sequential Capital 
Rationinq. 11 AIIE Transactions, Vol. 11, No. 3, September, 1979. 
31. PARK, C. S. ef .al. "Expected Horizon Value Analysis. for the Indiv·i-
dual Life Insurance Selection Problem." The Enqineering 
~conomist, Vol. 25, No . 2, Winter, 1980. 
32 . PARK, C. S. and WHITEHOUSE, G. E. "An Application of Queueing Simu-
lation to Modeling Navy Trainin g Curriculum - Network Mode lin g 
Approach by SLAM." ORSA/TIMS Joint National Meeting, Washington , 
O.C., May 4-7 , 1980. 
33. PARK, C. S., et.al. "Student Flow Simulation Model for Navy Consoli -
dated EW Training." TAEG Report-80, Department of the Navy, May, 
1980. 
34. SCHRADER, G. F. Assessment of Industry Needs for Engineerin9 Educa-
tion and Research in the University of Central Florida Service 
Area. UCF - College of Enqineering and Industrial Experiment 
Statiqn, January, 1980. 
35. WHITEHOUSE~ G. E. "Semi-Probabilistic Grading: A Way to Mot ivate 
Students." Proceedinqs of Southeastern Section of ASEE Meeting , 
March, 1980. 
36. WHITEHOUSE, G. E., HOSNI, Y. A. and PARK, C. S. "Improve the 
Productivity of your IE Department Usinq the Inexpensive Micro-
computer." Proceedings of the AIIE National Meeting, May, 1980. 
37. WHITEHOUSE, G. E. "Network Analysis Past, Present and Future." NASA 
Worksho£ on Automated Decision-Makinq Proceedinqs, Hampton, VA;-
April, 980. 
38. WHITEHOUSE, G. E., et. al. "Pr act i cal Computer Search Approaches to 
Project Management with Resource Constraints." Proceedings of 
the AIIE National Meeting, May, 1980. 
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39. WHITEHOUSE, G. E. "GENRES A Technique for Project Scheduling with 
Resource Considerations." Computers and Industrial Engineering, 
Fall, 1979. 
40. WHITEHOUSE, G. E. and PARK, C. S. "Use of Mi croComputers by the 
IE's." Industrial Engineering, May, 1980. 
41. WHITEHOUSE, G. E., et.al. "A Comparison of Computer Search Heuristics 
to Analyze Activity Networks with Limited Resources.'' ORSA/TIMS 
Conference, Washinqton, D.C., May, 1980. 
42. WHITEHOUSE, G. E. and PARK, C. S. "Mini-Computer OR Applicat ·ions for 
Industrial Enqineers. 11 ORSA/TIMS Conference, Milwaukee, WI, 
October, ·1979. 
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CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS, SHORT COURSES AT 
WHICH RESULTS oF RESEARCH WERE COMMUNICATED 
1. First Interservice/Industry Traininq E~uipment Conference, Orlando, 
FL, November, 1979, "A Microcomputer Implementation of a Visual 
Display System." (Bauer/Hosni/Linton) 
2. ASEE Southeastern Section Annual Meeting, Orlando, FL, March, 1980. 
a) "Five Years ·of Experience in Teachinq Microcomputers to Industr·ial 
Enqineers. 11 (Bauer/Whitehouse) 
b) "Semi-Probabilistic Gradinq: A Way to Motivate Students." 
(Whitehouse) 
3. Reconnaissance III Conference, Snowbird, Utah, July 22-23, 1979, "How 
Will Our Kitchens Change?" (noering) 
4. 1979 Conference, Society for Advancement of Food Service Research, 
Richmond, VA, November 1-3, 1979, "Evaluation of Future World 
Pro.cessing Concepts at Walt Oisne.v World." (Doeri.ng) 
5. Florida Enqineerinq Society 63rd Annual Meeting, Hollywood, FL, 
September 22-23, 1979, 11 Enerqy Audit Case Studies . 11 (Ooering/Hosni) 
6. Florida Academy of Sciences 44th Annual Meeting, Tampa, FL, March 25, 
1980, "Analysis of Solar Window Film Installations in Florida State 
Buildinqs. 11 (Doerinq/Hosni) 
7. National Restaurant Association, Quality Assurance Officers Workshop, 
Savannah, <1A, Apri 1 24-25, 1980, "Enerqy Conservati.on Projects for · 
Restaurants--Case Studies." (Doerinq) 





a) "Performance Standards in nevelopment of Computer Projects. 11 
(Hosni/Linton) 
b) "Solar Economics - Short Term Costing." (Klee) 
1st International Symposium on Policy Analysis and Information 
Systems, Duke University, June, 1979, "Energy Manaqement Systems, 
Factors, Modelinq and Analysis." (Hosni/Doering) . 
11th Annual Pittsburqh Conference on Modelinq and Simulation, 
Pittsburqh, PA, May, . 1980, "Evaluation of Maximal Flow Algorithm as a 
Traffic Routing Optimization Technique." (Hosni) 
AIIE ·National Conference, Atlanta, GA, May, 1980. 
a) "Improve the Productivity of Your IE Department Using Inexpensive 
Microcomputers." (Whitehouse/Park/Hosni) 
b) "Pr act i cal Computer Search Approach to Project M~naqement and 
Resource Constraints." (Whitehouse) 
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12. International Solar Energy Societ.v Meeting, Phoenix, AZ, June, 1980, 
"An Alternative to Life Cycle Costinq for Solar Systems." (Klee) 
13. TIMS/ORSA Conference, Washinqton, D.C., May, 1980. 
a) "Avai labi 1 ity Analysis for Paralleled Systems with General · Failure 
Distributions." (Linton) · 
b) "An Application of Queueinq Simulation to Modelinq Navy Training 
Curriculum." (Park/Whitehouse) 
c) 11 A Comparison of Computer Search Heuristics to Analyze Activity 
Networks with Limited Resources. 11 (Whitehouse) · 
14. ORSA/TIMS Joint National Meeting, Milwaukee, WI, October, 1979, "Mini-
computer 0. R. Applications for the Industrial Enqineers." 
(Whitehouse/Park) · 
15. Ft. Lauderdale Chapter of the American Institute of Industrial 
Engineers, Ft. Lauderdale, FL, September 13, 1979, "Impact of Tech-
noloqy on Productivity." (Schrader) 
16. NASA Workshop on Automatic Decision-Making, Lanqley Research Center, 
Hampton, VA, "Network Analysis Past, Present, and Future." 
(Whitehouse) 
17. ACM Conference on Simulation, New York, NY, April, 1980, "SLAM Models 
of Naval Traininq Curriculum." (Park/Whitehouse) 
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RESUMES OF SPONSORED RESEARCH 
TITLE: Analysis of Solar Window Film Installations in 
State Buildings 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. R. 0, Doerinq, P.E. and Dr. Y. A. Hosni, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Governor's Energy Office 
GRANT NUMBER: STAR Project 79066 
A B S T R A C T 
The control of solar heat qain throuqh fenestration appears to have a 
9ood potential for savinq enerqy in State buildings. There are over 500 
major buildinqs, and many were constructed in the era of low energy costs 
when little attempt was made to reduce the solar heat gain throuqh the 
envelope. The desiqn philosophy at that time was a lower initial cost at 
the expense of lonq term operating costs. The economics and availability 
of enerqy have now chanqed and the advaritaqe of controll ·inq solar heat 
gain through windows has become very important. 
The primary objective of this study is to examine all existing State 
huildinqs on an individual basis to determine the feasibility of fenestra-
tion shading control via solar film application. The results will be 
presented in terms of a payback period for each project so that they could 
be evaluated/ranked on an economic basis for fundinq consideration by · 
Departments within State qovernment. · 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Evaluation of Weapon Simulation Systems for 
Tactical Training of Police 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. Robert D. Doering, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: UCF - EIES 
GRANT NUMBER: 11-1699-031 
A B S T R A C T 
In recent years there has been a growinq interest in Weapons Simula-
tion Systems on the part of the military in this country and its NATO 
allies. This interest qenerally reflects the growing costs of training . 
exercises where live ammunition is used and the increased flexibility that 
simulation weapon firinq permits in developinq tactics under actual fire 
without endanoerinq personnel. 
The police have the same requirements in their training programs and 
particularly in "SWAT" team exercises. Additionally, it should be recog-
nized that the police perhaps have a qreater need for such systems since 
as a group they are more frequently subjected to weapons fire and injury. 
They should be able to take advantaqe of any training system which would 
allow them to respond more effectively. 
The objective of this research was to demonstrate/evaluate a pilot 
police traininq system usinq Laser Weapons Simulators (LWS) which then 
could be developed into a prototype program for replication at other · 
locations throuqhout the country. 
There are several suppliers of LWS hardware presently in this 
country. Generally, the developmental costs of these ~ystems have been 
defrayed by DOD contracts and the selling price now reflects only pro-
duction costs. In small quantities the basic system for an M-16 rifle or 
.38 caliber revolver can be procured for about $2500/unit. The laser 
transmitter can be ·modified to look like a shotgun so that all three basic 
police ·weapons could be simulated. 
Initially, a pilot training scenario was developed from actual field 
situations and adapted for incorporation of LWS. Particular attention was 
qiven to tactical traininq and how this might be stren~thened by LWS. 
Criteria were established for measurinq the degree of success of a 
training exercise both in terms of the tactics and on an individual basis. 
This was done in coopertion with the Orlando Police Department, Police 
Rescue Team (SWAT) personnel. Additionally, these criteria were weighted 
to reflect the relative importance of each to the success of the scenario 
mission. In this manner a weiqhted performance score for tactics and 
· individual could be determined· for each exercise. These were also the 
basis for evaluation of training improvements which incorporation of LWS 
could be expected to effect. 
A pilot traininq exercise, "Convenience Store Armed Robbery" was 
conducted with OPD personnel to test and refine the training concept. 
Blank ammunition was used and all action was video taoed and scored. 
LWS were not formally used in this traininq but were demonstrated by 
two vendors who were invited to view the exercise. 
The results confirmed that the concept is effective and it received 
qood marks from the instructors and trainees who participated. 
A proposal for development of a regional training program for Central 
Florida has been submitted for consideration to the Training and Education 
Office of LEAA in Washington, D. C. 
* * * * * * * * 
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TITLE: The Potential for Coqeneration and Waste Heat 
Recovery in Florida 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. R. 0. noerinq, P.E.· and Dr. P. J. Bishop, P.E · 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Governor's Enerqy Office 
GRANT NllMBE.R: STAR Project 79065 
A B S T R A C T 
It appears that one of the better options that the State of Florida 
has .to conserve enerqy would be in the Residential, Corrrnercial and 
Indu~trial operational sectors which presently account for almost 50% of 
the total State oetroleum-based enerqy requirement . . The other major user 
is Transportation which accounts for about 38%; however, since a major 
part of Florida.'s economy is based on tourism, energy conservation in this 
sector would be more difficult to control without damage to the fiscal 
system of the State. To conserve enerqy without compromising the 
Residential, Commercial and Industrial sector operatinns, it was 
determined that such conservation would be effected only throuqh waste 
heat reclamation. 
Accordinqly, this study was directed toward identification, defini-
tion and evaluation of cost effective projects in the Residential, 
Commerci .al and Industrial sectors within the Florida economy which will 
conserve enerqv throuqh waste heat recovery methodologies. A secondary 
objective was to provide quidelines for possible leqislative tax action 
which would encouraqe waste heat recovery orojects in each of the economic 
sectors. 
* * * * * * * 
TITLE: Industrial Productivity 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Or. C. B. Gambrell, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: UCF - EIES 
GRANT NUMBER: 11-1699-036 
A B S T R A C T 
Wi~h Florida's increasinq interest in increasing its . industrial base, 
UCF has been explorinq the feasibility of establishing a productivity 
institute within the College of Enqineerinq. Such an institute could; 
1. Establish a laison with selected manufacturinq industries in 
Central Florida. 
2. Coordinate productivity improvement pro~rams-education research. 
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3. Serve as a clearinq house for productivity improvement informa-
tion from the U.S. productivity centers. 
4. Develop measures of productivity for industry and government 
organizations in Florida. 
5. Serve as a college liason with economic development organizations 
- local and state. 
6. Develoo an information base on automation technoloqy pertinent 
to Florida industries. 
Local industries have been contacted and surveyed reqardinq oroduc-
tivity interests and a preliminary olan for the development of a produc-
tivity center has been developed. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Self Paced Traininq 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Or. C. B. Gambrell, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Naval Traininq Center 
GRANT NUMRER: 10-2101-015 
A B S T R A C T 
This work develooed requirements for examining self paced instruction 
approach to handling intermediate level maintenance traininq using a 
computer .controlled two dimensional and three dimensional simulation 
system. A human factors effort was required to examine the feasibility of 
combining two dimensional and three dimensional media in the maintenance 
traininq area. · This approach was used in order to achieve fully indivi-
dualized self paced instruction, achieve adaptive traininq to automati-
cally matth momentary level of trainees efficiency and achieve greater 
throuqhput resultinq in a reduced demand for instructor's time. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Re-engineerinq for the Blind 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. Y. Hosni, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCIES: Florida Oepartment of Education - Oivision of 
Blinrl Services and UCF - EIES 
GRANT NUMBERS: 15-1624-002 
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A B S T R A C T 
A final report for first years' activities was submitted to the 
sponsorinq aqencies . The report is available at the agencies as well as 
the lJCF library. The project was extended to a second year in which 
hardware equipment were acquired for experimentation and software 
development. The hardware includes microcomputer equipped with speech 
synthesizer as well as Braill printer. 
The research is in proqress, and the outcome will be documented in a 
final report. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Performance of Residential Heat Recovery Systems 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. H. Klee, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: UCF - nSR 
GRANT NUMBER: 1822000155 
A B S T R A C T 
Work has been initiated on generating a set of performance curves for 
residential heat recovery units. The curves will serve to graphically 
correlate the fractional hot water enerqy demand suoplied by the unit as a 
function of the total overall demand and the air conditioning utilization 
on a monthly basis. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Feasibility Analysis of Electronic Panel 
Simulation for Maintenance Traininq Devices 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. 0. Linton. P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: U. S. Army 
GRANT NUMBER: 10-2101-004 
A B S T R A C T 
In order to evaluate traininq effectiveness, a representative main-
tenance panel will be built as well as a computer graphics simulation of 
the characteristics of the panel. Statistical models are used for 
measuring the difference in traininq effectiveness between the mock-up 
panel and the qraphics simulation. 
* * * * * * * * 
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TITLE: Simulation Model of Student Flow in Naval 
Traininq 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. C. S. Park and Dr. G. E. Whitehouse 
SPONSORING AGENCY: TAEG Division of NTEC Grant 
GRANT NUMBER: Nol339-79-D-010S-0002 
A B S T R A C T 
In order to provide a basis for future planninq for the Naval 
Traininq Operations with particular emphasis upon the acquisition of the 
lOHl self paced learninq center, the department has been developing a 
computer simulation model of the traininq center at Pensacola, Florida. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Electric Vehicle 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. G. F. Schrader, P.E. and Dr. C. E. Nuckolls, 
P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: UCF - EIES 
GRANT NUMBER: 11-1699-038 
A B S T R A C T 
The purpose of this project was to convert a 1972 AMC Gremlin from an 
internal combustion enqine to an electric motor drive so as to provide a 
basis for future research on electric vehicle characteristics. The 
research vehicle is beinq desiqned in accordance with SAE J227a electric 
vehicle test standards for a driving ranqe of 50 km at 50 km/hr. For 
experimental purposes, a modified 29 horsepower General Electric DC 
electric motor and a General Electric EHV series controller have been 
installed in the vehicle. In addition, the vehicle has been modified to 
provide space for the installation of 18 standard 6-volt automotive 
hatteries. It is ~xpected that the vehicle will be operational early in 
the fall of 1980. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Project Manaqement with Limited Resources 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Or. G. E. Whitehouse 
SPONSORING AGENCY: UCF - EIES 
GRANT NUMBER: 11-1699-017 
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A R S T R A C T 
In project schedulinq by network analysis traditional critical path 
·methods fail to include resource considerations. Other methods must be 
used to allow for resource constraints. This research extends some of the 
work that Dr. Whitehouse has done in the resource allocation area. In 
particular, it looks at heuristic approach involving a COMSOAL approach to 
project scheduling. The results have been encouraging but would suggest 
that some more refinement of the model will be needed. It is expected 
that fundinq will be souqht from federal aqencies to continue to study the 
potential benefits of this approach. 
* * * * * * * * 
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RESUr1ES OF UNSPONSORED RESEARCH 
TITLE: Laser Ontical Systems 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. Y. Hosni, P.E. and Mr. David Allemeier . 
A B S T R A C T 
Optimization techniques were applied to aid in the design of laser 
optical system. The qoverninq equations are nonlinear type whi~h required 
applyinq a search technique for the optimal desiqn parameters. A computer 
code was used which resulted in a reasonable desiqn. The outcome was 
published in the proceedinqs of the Tenth Modeling and Simulation Con-
ference in Pittsburqh, PA, April, 1979. Proposal submitted to the NSF for 
continuation was declined, and will be resubmitted in the cominq year. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Evaluation of the Maximal Flow Alqorithm 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. Y. Hosni, P.E. 
A R S T R A C T 
The problem of single source, multiple sinks flow networks were 
sturliP.cl. The maximal flow alqorithm was applied to a. real life problem 
(flow of spectators from the Tanqerine Bowl), to optimize the time from 
source to sink, subject to street network characteristics. The applica-
tion resulted in some interestinq observations, which were used in 
evaluatinq the alqorithm in this particular type of application .. Analyti-
cal proofs were attempted, however, still in proqress. 
The outcome of the study was presented and published in the 
proceedinqs of the Eleventh Modeling and Simulation Conference in 
Pittsburgh, PA, May, 19RO. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Fresh Water Generation from Sea Water Using Solar 
Enerqy 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. Y. Hosni, P.E. 
A B S T R A C T 
Locations, which experience fresh water shortage, generally require 
desalination of sea water. Current processes include,' distillation using 
boilers and heat exchanqers, reverse osmosis, and filtration. The methods 
used are extremely expensive. With the advances in solar energy and solar 
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reflecto~, the idea of evaooratinq the sea water usirig solar energy be-
comes attractive. Surveyinq of the literature rev~aled no research ha$ 
been done in this area as yet. Currently, the investiqator, is in the 
process of desiqninq an experimental device to study the feasibility of 
such a technique. 
The idea will be formulated as a possible project to be sµbmitted to 
interested aqencies for possible fundinq. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Reqional Input/Output Commercial Model 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. Y. A. Hosni, P.E., and Or. R. Doering, P.E. 
A B S T R A C T 
An economical inout/outout model developed by UCF was studied for 
possible .inclusion of enerqy and environmental coriditions. The new model 
will in~lude multioliers relatinq industry types to energy and environ-
mental pollution. Model parameters will be determined throuqh technical 
and statistical studies. The model can be used to aid in . decisions 
pertinent to introducing new industries in specific regions. Selection of 
industry would be based on optimizina an economical criteria subject to 
industry characteristics (in terms of enerqy requirements, and pollution) 
and the reqion available resources. 
Initial investigation of the project oroved feasible and state 
aqencies have been contacted for possible fundinq as a research project. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Solar Economics-Short Term Costing 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Or. H. Klee 
A B S T R A C T 
Life-cycle cost analysis is traditionally used by advocat~~ of solar 
enerqy svstems to demonstrate how future · increasing annual fuel savings 
offset the large initial capital expenditure. This research uses as short 
term cost analysis in which the house is sold prior to the e~d of · the 
expected life of the system. The cash flow of the seller and buyer are 
considered. All the relevant factors includinq the federal tax credit and 
the added value of the house because of the ~o)ar ~ystem are included. 
Tables and qraphs of return on investment to the original owner 
correspondinq to different scenarios are presented to demonstrate the 
economics of solar ownership over the short run. 
* * * * * * * * 
73 
TITLE: Availability Analysis of Paralleled Systems with 
General Failure Time Distributions 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: . Dr. 0. Linton, P.E. 
A B S T R A C T 
A two unit parallel redundant system with qeneral failure and repair 
for one unit and E~lanq failure and reoair for the sec6nd unit is treated. 
By usinq the supplementary variable technique and polynomial root theory, 
an explicit expression is derived for the Laplace transformation of the 
exoected down time durinq (o,t)(Presented at ORSA Conference, Washington, 
D.C., May 6, 1980). 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Life Distributions and Oeqraoation for a 
2-out-of-N:F System 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Or. 0. Linton, P.E. 
AR ST RAC T. 
A 2-out-of-N:F System with exponential failure and Erlang repair time 
is considered. Under specified assumptions, the probability density 
function for the time-to-system-failure (T) is exhibited and the proba-
bility qeneratinq function for the number of degradations .occurinq during 
(O,T) is derived. Numerical results are also presented (to appear in the 
journal IEEE Transactions on Reliability). 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Some Advancements in Monte Carlo Integration 
Methods with Applications to Proximity Fuzes 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. 0. Linton, P.E. 
A R S T R A C T 
A simulation methorl is developed for estimatinq any quantity defined 
in terms of a multiple inteqral with variable limits of integration (which 
mav be infinite). The procedure evaluates multiple integrals by samplinq 
un~formally over the multi-dimensional volume defined by the oriqinal 
reqion of ioteqration and employinq the sample variance (associated with 
Monte Carlo Methods) to obtain a orobabilisti~ representation for the 
error. The calculation of detection probabilities· for a proximity fuze is 
used to illustrate the results (as well as to show how such problems 
arise) and comparisons with alternative solution procedures (e.q., 
Gaussian quadrature, transformation methods) are discussed (to be 
presented at Third National Conference on Computers & Industrial Engi-
neerinq, Orlando, FL, October, 1980). 
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TITLE: Case Study: A Buy vs Lease Decision on Auto-
mobiles 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. C. S. Park, P.E. 
A B S T R A C T 
This research investiqated the area of . leasinq within industry. The 
research which lead to the develooment of a computer packaqe investigated 
leasinq as an alternative to financinq. While this research centered 
primar~ly on automobile acquisition it is equally applicable to other 
lease financinq relationships in the industrial and social sectors. The 
criteria for making the decision was after-tax-rate of return analysis. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Effectiveness of Usinq Higher Order Moment 
Analysis in the Sequential Capital Making 
Decision 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Or. C. S. Park, P.E. 
A B S T R A C T 
The matter in which uncertainty is associated with a prospective in-
vestment is an important consideration in determininq the desirability of 
such an investment. This research deals with a method for incorporatinq 
uncertainty throuqh an interpretation of the various moments of the· 
orobability distrihutions of the costs and revenues in a sequential 
capital budqetinq situation. The research developed an index called the 
project balance criteria which was extensively studied and analyzed using 
computer simulation. This research lead to an article which was nominated 
by the Enqineerinq Colleqe for ASEE's outstandinq research award. 
* * * * * * * * 
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ABSTRACTS OF MASTER'S DEGREE RESEARCH REPORTS AND THESES 
TITLE: Application of Optimization Techniques to the Optical 
Oesiqn of a Laser Seeker 
CANDIDATE: David William Allemeier 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Or. Robert D. Doerinq, P.E. 
A B S T R A C T 
This report describes the development of a computer model for the 
desiqn 6f a laser seeker optical system. Where laser seeker is defined as 
a device that detects pulsed laser enerqy. The computer model i~ 
configured to desi9n the seeker optics based on the following performance 
criteria: · Sensitivity to laser enerqy, which c~n be relat~d to tarqet 
acquisition ranqe; optical field of view; and seeker optics cross 
sectional area. The design is defined by four variables and a set of 
fixed parameters, and is confiqured using computer optimization with both 
a direct search and a random search. A superior desiqn is selected based 
on the value of an objective function made up of some or all of the 
performance criteria listed above and additional oenalty factors applied 
for design constraint violations. 
The computer model contains desiqn blocks for the detector, the 
preamplifier, and the optical elements of the seeker. There is also 
computer ray trace routine to evaluate optical performance. The model was 
run with four different objective functions, and the resulting seeker 
desiqns were analyzed. A detail listing of the computer program is 
contained in the Appendix. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: A Microcomputer Implementation of a Flight Simulator 
Visual Display System 
CANDIDATE: Jerry Wayne Campbell 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. Christian S. Bauer, P.E. 
A R S T R A C T 
The use of computer qraphics has brouqht about a universal means of 
depictinq phenomena or solvinq enqineering problems. The combination of 
rqraohic and computer skills offers a solution to a number of technical 
needs. One major area that computer qraphics can be used is in the field 
of flight simulation. The software packages necessary to project three-
dimensional scenes for fliqht traininq are not very common. The purpose 
of this paper is to qenerate the programs necessary to allow the pilot to 
observe a three-dimensional scene from any location and anqle. 
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The report discusses some of the basic . aspects of computer graphics 
and presents specific computer software for projectinq simulated flight 
landings at Herndon Airport in Orlando, Florida. The three-dimensional 
proiections are calculated and displayed on the video monitor in the form 
of two-dimensional scenes . The Southwest Terminal ·System hardware was 
used as the interface to the video monitor. A description of the various 
operating parameters for simulated flight landinqs is presented~ Included 
in the discussion are various pictorial representations of simulated 
landinq approaches at Herndon Airport. Suggestions for additional work 
that could he undertaken in this research area concludes the report. 
TITLE: 
CANDIDATE: 
* * * * * * * * 
An Introduction to the Winoqrad Discrete Fourier 
Transform 
Janice S. Oanna 
FAClJLTY ADVISOR: ·Or. Christian S. Bauer. P.E. 
A B S T R A C T 
This pap~r illustrates Winograd's approach to computinq the Discrete 
Fourier Transform (OFT). This new approach chanqes the OFT into a cylical 
convolution of 2 sequences, and illustrates shortcuts for computing this 
cyclic convolution. This method is known to reduce the number of 
multiples required to about 20% less than the number of multiples used by 
th~ techniques of the Fast Fourier Transform. 
Three approaches are discussed, one for prime numbers, one for 
,products of primes, and lastly one for powers of odd primes. For powers 
of 2 Winoqrad's alqorithm is, in general, inefficient and best if it is 
not used. 
A computer simulation is illustrated for the 35 point transform and 
its execution time is compared with that of the Fast Fourier Transform 
alqorithm for 32 points. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: The Effects of Introducinq Skewness into Capital 
Rationing Decision Models 
CANDIDATE: Edet Jonathan Ekere 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. C. S. Park 
A B S T R A C T 
When investment projects are described by subjective probability 
distributions, the measure of investment worth becomes a difficult task. 
One of the basic assumptions underlying investment analysis under risk is 
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that decision makers would base their decisions on only the first two 
statistical moments of the probability .distribution of retufns. However, 
the mean and variance can adequately describe only certain symmetric 
distributions such as the normal and the uniform distributions. As a 
result, if probability distributions of investment returns are actually 
asymmetric, the classic first two moments analysis ignores info.rmation. 
(skewness) that is needed to make a better investment decision. Even · 
though the importance of the third moment in project selection has been 
recognized, nowhere in the literature is there a successful application of 
the concept to a regular periodic decision process where the .decision 
maker lacks full knowledqe of his future as well as present investment 
opportunities. Therefore, it is the purpose of this research to 
investiqate the effectiveness of utilizinq the hiqher statistical moments 
in capital rationing situation. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Reliability Analysis of Emergency Telephone System 
Models 
CANDIDATE: Thomas J. Hobbs 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. R. D. Doering, P.E. 
A B S T R A C T 
Several alternate systems for use in implementinq the 911 emergency 
system in Oranoe County, Florida were investigated. The proposed systems . 
were compared with the already existing systems on the basis of : 
reliability, response time, and cost. System reliability was the prime 
consideration of the study. 
Flow ·charts .of each system were formulated iri order to determine the 
functions ·required of equimnent and humans. The reliability was then 
determined by examininq th~difficulty of the tasks that each was required 
to perform. Reliability models of the present and proposed systems were 
constructed. 
By examining these models and comparing the reliabilities, response 
times, and costs, the most advantaqeous system configurations were 
determined. Two systems, Emerqency Operator Call Transfer and Emergency 
Operator Relav, were selected as the most desirable; there were no 




* * * * * * * * 
A Feasibility Study of Computer Aided Codinq of Ground 
Operations Aerospace Languaqe (GOAL) 
Harvey Glenn Lanier 
Or. C. S. Bauer, P.E. 
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A B S T R A C T 
The introduction of a new checkout languaqe at Kennedy Space Center 
has requirerl more effort to create test operations software than 
·anticipated. The new lanquaqe is called GOAL, for Ground Operations 
Aerospace Language. The feasibility of a computer aided GOAL codinq 
system that would reduce the effort required to create GOAL programs is 
investigated in this report. A background of GOAL, its -coding require-
ments, and the facilities used at present for .GOAL codinq is presented . 
first. Next, the computer aided GOAL codinq concept is presented and 
requirements for such a system are developed. After the requirements are 
presented, a system which has been used to develop some concepts and check · 
their feasibility is described. Finally, some conclusions are drawn· on 
the feasibility of the computer aided GOAL codinq concept, and hardware · 
required to implement an operational system are presented. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Simulation Model to Evaluate Performance of Operational 
Systems and Their Impact on Rep~ir Shop Activity at a 
Navy Field Site 
CANDIDATE: James T. Newell 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. R. 0. Doerinq, P.E. 
A B S T R A C T 
This paper presents the hackqround and procedures leading to develop-
ment of a simulation model to analyze the impact of certain decision 
variables on the workloads and performance of operational syst~ms at a 
typical Navy field site. 
The research examines the impact of maintenance support concepts 
chanqes in operating decision variables, associated with the broader 
application of Automatic Test Equipment. Initial effort .consisted· of data 
collection and field site surveys which culminated in defininq a work flow 
model illustratinq typical repair facility operations. 
These support concepts represent altered decision processes ·due to 
the introduction of ATE into a repair facility. The work flow model is 
translated into a computer simulation model which is then exercised and 
the output data recorderl for comparison and analysis ·with historical tale 
date. The haseline model contains all the values for failur~ rates, delay 
times, and probability decision parameter derived from the av~ilable data. 
Of the variables exercised, it appears that the Built-in-Test (BIT), 
or self-test accuracy, is one of the more important design considerations . 
in the original operating system. 
* * * * * * * * 
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TITLE: Software Quality Assurance 
CANnIDATE: Edward C. Soistman 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Or. R. D. Doerinq, P.E. 
A B S T R A C T 
The problems associated with software development and use are 
investiqated from a manaqement point of view. Havinq identified the 
critical aspects of effective software manaqement, an approach is 
suggested for the creation and implementation of a software quality 
assurance pro9ram. Particular attention is focused on the concept of Life 
Cycle Procurement as currently utilized by the Department of Defense. 
The research was accomplished in two phases. The first consisted of 
an extensive literature search, seminar attendance and participation 1n 
several workinq groups assiqned the responsibility for establishing soft-
ware quality assurance guidelines. The second phase involved direct 
participation in the development of a formal software quality assurance 
proqram. 
The report is written in a manner desiqned to guide a non-technically 
oriented manager throuqh a complete analysis of software, its measures of 
quality, its problem sources and the most promisinq techniques which can 
be used to control and ·evaluate its development. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Accelerated Fliqht Test Data as a Basis for Forecasting 
Loqistical Requirements of Military Aircraft 
CANDIDATE: Charles James White 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Or. R. D. Doerinq, P.E. 
A B S T R A C T 
The initi~l forecastinq of loqistical support for new types of 
military aircraft is a perplexing problem. The objective of this research 
was to investigate the feasihility of using data generated by the 
accelerated fliqht tests as a basis for forecasting the loqistical field 
requirements. The data used in the study were obtained from the U.S. Army 
Aviation Board, Fort Rucker, Alabama, where oerformance tests are 
conducted on all new aircraft to determine their suitability for Army use. 
It was statistically shown that the use of these data could provide more 
realistic loqistica~ forecasts earlier in the introductory phase of the 
aircraft. This concept would increase the operational availability of the 
aircraft and reduce the cost of maintaininq the aircraft during its 
introductory phase. 
* * * * * * * * 
80 
TITLE: A Monte Carlo Approach to Ridq~ Discriminant Analysis 
CANOIDATE: Alan Lee Wooldridge 
FACULTY ·ADVISOR: Or. C. S. Bauer, P.E. 
A B S T R A C T 
A combined analytical and empirical method to define human perfor-
mance measures is required for effective automated training. In theory, 
performance measures can be weiqhted and combined in a simple first order 
equation upon which an automated traininq system can track a· student's 
comparative skill level. A form of multivariate discriminant analysis was 
the statistical technique incorporated into the measurement selection and 
weiqhtinq scheme. (Vreuls and Wooldriqe 1977). As with reqression 
analysis, this discriminant technique was subject to debilitating problems 
such as overfit and undesirable inaccuracies in the coefficients. The 
author developed and implemented an adjustment to the discriminant 
function analogous to the ridqe reqression analysis suqqested by Hoerl ahd 
Kemmard (1970a). · To further demonstrate the effectiveness of ridge 
discriminant analysis and to determi~e useful performance criteria ·the 
author developed a Monte Carlo Simulation which provided a relative 
comparison of various performance measurement models. Two sets of huma~ 
performance data were used to demonstrate this new statistical ·tool. 
* * * * * * * * 
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MECHANICAL .ENGINEERING AND AEROSPACE SCIENCES 
DEPARTMENTAL REPORT 
Chairman: 8. E. Eno 
Faculty: J. K. Beck, P. J. Bishop, K. K. Chang, R. D. Evans, · 
A. H. Hagedoorn, E. R. Hosler, A. Minardi, B. G. Nimmo, 
C. E. Nuckolls, R. C. Rapson, W. F. Smith, A. M. Varney, 
G. G. Ventre, 0. B. Wall, H. E. Worbs 
The 197Q-80 period has been a time of transition for the Mechanical 
Engineering and Aerospace Sciences Department. Or. Burton E. Eno, 
formerly Professor of Mechanical Engineerinq at South Dakota State 
llniversity, assumed his duties as Chairman in July. Dr. J. P. Hartman, 
who had been Acting Chairman, assumed his duties as Assistant Dean. Prior 
to the beginninq of the academic year Ors . NirTITlo, Rapson and Varney 
resiqned from the faculty. Or. Wall continued his leave of absence in the 
Fall but terminated in January. Dr. Evans resigned effective June. Dr. 
Ventre continued his leave of absence serving as Director of Education and 
Information Systems · at the Florida Solar Energy Center. 
The faculty have remained active in professional society work and 
orofessional development. For their excellent contrihutions to the 
enqineerinq profession Dr. Nuckolls received the Outstanding Engineer of 
the Year Award and Or. Rishop received the Outstandin9 Younq Engineer of 
the Year Award from the Central Florida Section of the Florida Enqineering 
Society. Dr. Nuckolls completed the term of Mr. John Shipley as Chairman 
and Professor Beck served as Secretary of the Florida Section of ASME. 
Dr. Hosler is serving as Vice Chairman of the Heat ·Transfer and Energy . 
Conversion Division Executive Committee of the AIChE for the 1980 calendar 
year. Dr. Eno has been appointed to the Program Advisory Board of the 
Florida Solar Energy Center. Dr. Hagedoorn received the USAF/SCEE Summer 
Faculty Research Fellowship. The faculty have participated in a total ~f 
14 professional societies. Of the 11 current faculty in the department 10 
are now registered professional engineers. The faculty also participated 
in many civic, educational and community service activities at the local, 
state and national levels. 
The faculty presented and published 16 technical papers and reports. 
Sponsored research included Alternate Fuels Energy Assessment and 
Conversion Potential for Industrial and Cormiercial Systems by Dr. Varney, 
Refined Biomass Burn nemonstration at Florida State Hospital by Dr. Varney 
and Professor Beck, and Flow Characterization of Underground Gas 
Reservoirs and Gas Well Simulation by Dr. Evans. Other sponsored research 
included Shock Tests of Fiber Optic Materials by Or. Nuckolls and Dr. R. 
L. Phillips · of the Electrical Enqineerinq and Communication Sciences 
Department, and Potential in Coqeneration and Waste Heat Recovery by Dr. 
Bishop and Mr. Minardi in cooperation with Dr. R. D. Doering of the 
Industrial Enqineering and Management Systems Department. 
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Students of the Department were recognized for their efforts. The 
Rritish · Broadcastinq System videotaped a demonstration of the Mini-Baja 
veh1cle for showinq on "Tomorrow's World" next fall. The vehicle was 
desiqnerl by the ASME student chapter under the supervision of Dr. 
Nuckolls. Timothy Clay was granted the ASHRAE Central Florida Chapter 
Outstandinq Student Award, the FICE Scholarship Award, and the Greek 
Scholar of the Year Awa~d. Thomas Rudman has been awarded the ASME 
Corporate Travel and Per niem Grant to attend the Century 2 - Emerqing 
Technoloqy Conferences in San Francisco. Lee Griesemer has been nominated 
for the 1979-80 FES President's Award. 
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PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS OF PROFESSIONAL PAPERS 
1. BECK, J. K . . "Technical Assessment of Refined Biomass Burn Demonstra-
tion at Florida State Hospital." Biomass Burn Demo Results 
Conference, Tallahassee, FL, April 23. 1980. 
2. B'ISHOP·, P. J.. "The 1 Qth National Heat Tran sf er Conference." 
Mechanical Enqineering and Chemical Engineering News, Sprinq, 
1980. 
1. B,ISHOP, P. tl. "Enerqy Conservation in the Citrus Industry." Florida 
Industry Magazine, Lakeland, Flqrida~ 
. 4. CHANG, K. K. and MINARDI, A. "An Optimization Formulation of 
Collector Area for Solar Hot Water Systems. 11 ASME Publication 
79 WA/Sol 42, ASME Annual Winter Meeting, New York, December, 
1980. 
5. CHANG, K. K. and MINARDI, A. "An Optimization Formulation of 
Collector Area for Solar Heatinq Systems." Solar Energy, Vol. 
23, March, 1980. 
n. EVANS, R. ,0. "Energy Conservation Techniques in New Building 
Desiqns. 11 Int. tlour. Housing Sci., Vol. 3, No. 4, 1979. 
7. EVANS, R. D·. and CARROL, H. B. "Modeling of Hydraulically Fractured 
Gas Wells Completed in Noncontinuous Lenticular Formation." 
·Proceedings Century 2 Emerging Technology Conference, San 
Francisco, CA, Auqust, 1980. 
R. EVANS, R. n. and CARROL, H. FL "Reservoir Simulation Development of 
Hydraulically Fractured Gas Wells in Noncontinuous Lenticular 
Formations." BETC/RI-79/lo, Energy Technology Center, Depart-
ment of Enerqy, Bartlesville, OK, March, 1980. 
9. EVANS, R. n. "Characterization of Fluid Flow in Naturally Fractured 
Reservoirs." Energy Technology Center, Department of Energy, 
Bartlesville, OK, .June, 1980. 
10. LIPPY, n. and EVANS, R. D. "Transient Analysis of the Flow of a 
Dissociatinq Gas Throuqh a Porous Matrix." Proceedinqs of 2nd 
Multiphase Flow and Heat Transfer Symposium-Workshop, Miami 
Beach, FL, April, lQ79. 
11. LIPPY, o. and EVANS, R. D. "Unsteady Flow of a Dissociating Gas 
Through a Porous Matrix, Transactions of the Canadian Society 
for Mechanical Enqineers, August, 1979. 
12. NUCKOLLS, C. E. "Mini-Baja Southeast, 1978-1979. 11 SAE Paper 800541, 
. SAE Off Road Vehicle Meetinq, Milwaukee, WI, September, 1979. 
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13. NUCKOLLS, C. E. "Vibration Diagnostics for Turbofan Engines. 11 AEDC-
TMR-79-0122, Arnold Engineering Development. Company, Surmner, 
1979. 
14. PORTER, W. and BI SHOP, P. ,J. "An al ys is of Energy Use ·and Recornnend a-
t ions for Potential Savings at a Citrus Concentrate Plant in 
Florida." EIES Report, Orlando, FL, August~ 1979. 
15. VARNEY~ A. M., BECK, J. K. , MOLLICK, J. T., and PRESLEY, J. C. 
"Technical Assessment of Refined Biomass Burn Demonstration at 
Florida State Hospital." Final Report. 
16. VARNEY, A. M., TULIANO, L. T., and WORBS, H. "Alternate Fuels: 
Energy Assessment and Conversion Potential for Industrial and 
Conmercial Systems Used in the State of Florida." Final Report, 
State Energy Office, Tallahassee, FL, December, 1979. 
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. CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS, SHORT COURSES AT 
WHICH RESULTS oF RESEARCH WERE COMMUNICATED 
1. Presentation to Florida Governor's Energy Office, Tallahassee, FL, May 
6, 1980, "Analysis of Conservation Proqrams vs. Constructing New . 
. Generating Capacit.v as a Way to Meet Future Demand for Electricity." 
(Bishop) · 
2. Presentation to Florida Governor's Enerqy Office representatives, 
April 25, 1980, current research and research interests. (MEAS 
Depart.me_nt) 
3. ASME Annual Winter Meetinq, New York, December, 1979~ "An Optimization 
Formulation of Collector Area for Solar Hot Water Systems." (Chang/ 
Minardi) 
4. Biomass Burn Demonstration Results Conference, Tallahassee, FL, Apri.l 
23, 1980, "Technical Assessment of Refined Biomass Burn Demonstration 
at Florida State Hospital.'' (Beck) 
5. 2nd Multi-Phase Flow and Heat Transfer Symposium, Miami Beach, FL, 
April ln-18, 1979, "Transient Analysis of the Flow of a Dissociating 
Gas Throuqh a Porous Matrix." (Evans) 
n. SAE Off Road Vehicle Meetinq, Milwaukee, WI, September,-1979, "Mini-
Baja Southeast, 1978-1979." (Nuckolls) 
7. Century 2 Emerginq Technoloqy Conference, San Francisco, CA, August, 
1980, "Mode 1 inq of Hydrau 1 i ca lly Fractured Gas We 11 s Comp 1 eted in 
Noncontinuous Lenticular Formation. 11 (Ev ans/Carro 11) 
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RESUMES OF SPONSORED RESEARCH 
TITLE: An Initial Study of Turbulence Level Correlation 
with Laser Ream Scatter 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Mr. J. K. Beck, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: UCF - EIES 
GRANT NUMBER: 11-1699-029 
A B S T R A C T 
The initial effort is aimed toward the experimental establishment of 
nearly isotropic homoqenous flow fields of known turbulence intensities. 
It is then desired to .propaqate a laser beam through the turbulent stream 
and determine a possible correlation between the statistics of the laser 
heam scatter with the level of turbulence intensity. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Renewable Enerqy Resources 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Mr. J. K. Beck, P. E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Department of Aqriculture and Consumer Affairs 
GRANT NUMBER: 11-1626-017 
A B S T R A C T 
This effort consisted of an objective critique of six biomass-fuel 
conversion projects proposed by the Division of Forestry. Recommendations 
were made for proposal chanqes to DOF as well as a priority ranking of the 
projects based on the data submitted. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: A Parametric Study of Enerqy Use in A Freeze · 
Tunnel 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. P. J. Bishop, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: UCF - EIES 
GRANT NUMBER: 11-1699-039 
A study was made of those qeometric and operational factors important 
to freeze tunnels. Tunnel length, production rate, fan speed, compressor 
size, ambient tunnel temperatures, and void spacing were identified as 
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factors affecting the · COP of the tunnel. The study identified an optimum 
operational point to minimize enerqy use and cost of ·energy in the tunnel. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Mobile Solar Testing Laboratory 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. K. K. Chang, P.E. and Mr. A. Minardi, E.I. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: UCF - EIES 
GRANT NUMBER: 11-1699-011 
A B S T R A C T 
A mobile solar testinq lab is near completion. The system is able to 
collect data of the radiation input, mass flow rate, load flow, collector 
input and output temperature, storage temperatures·, pane 1. p 1 ate tempe·ra-
ture and wind speed and direction through electronic transducers. An 
added compatible data acquiring device will enable the testing lab to . 
evaluate solar systems performance through a totally automated mode. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: A Feasibility Study of Residential Thermoelectric 
Heating and Cooling 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. K. K. Chang, P.E. and Or. B. E. Eno, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Division of Sponsored Research Council and UCF -
EIES 
GRANT NUMBER: 11-1699-045 
A B S T R A C T 
The feasibility and practicality of various space· heating and cooling 
alternatives by thermoelectric devices will be studied through computer 
simulation. Transient behavior of a disk shaped thermoelectric generator 
powered by solar radiation will be analyzed · in detail. An economic 
assessment of these alternatives will be made. 
* * * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Analysis of the Potential for Energy Conservation 
in the State of Florida 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. R. D. Doering, P.E. and Dr. P. J. Bishop, P.E 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Governor's Enerqy Office 
GRANT NUMBER: 11-1624-004 
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The p~rpos~ of this study is to determine the potential enerqy 
savinqs in the residential, commercial and industrial sectors of the 
economy in Florida. Coqeneration is also beinq considered in cascadinq 
s~stems. Those techniques that have the larqest potential for conserva-
t 1on are beinq economically evaluated with payback period specified . A 
sensitivity analysis is beinq conducted for various economic factors such 
as enerqy escalation rates, tax credits, inflation rates, etc. Recorrrnen-
dations will he made to the State about leqislation that could make con-
servation attractive to the economic sectors. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Absorption-Reqeneration Studies of C02-KHC03-
K2C03 Solutions 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. R. n. Evans, P.E. and Dr. E. R. Hosler, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: UCF-Graduate Research Council 
GRANT NIJMBER: 18-2000-149 
A B S T R A C T 
An absorpti9n refrigeration cycle can theoret~cally be operated in 
reverse as a heat enqine. Theoretical studies of a C02-KHC03-KzC03 
cycle have shown that it could have significantly higher efficiencies than 
a Rankine cycle operating between the same temperatures and pressures. 
This research is to obtain basic thermodynamic data on C02-KHC03-
K2C03 systems in the ranqes of temperatures and pressures that would 
exist in an operating power cycle. These data will be used to demonstrate 
whether further study of this cycle for power generation is warranted and 
to support construction of a workin9 morlel if the cycle is considered ·de-
sirable theoretically. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Characterization of Fluid Flow in Naturally 
Fractured Reservoirs 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. R. D. Evans, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: U. S. Department of Ener9y 
GRANT NUMBER: OE-RP19-80BC10255 
A B S T R A C T 
The flow of multi-phase fluids throuqh naturally fractured reserv6irs 
was investiqated. An extensive literature survey and assessment of the 
mathematical/physical models involved was completed. A qeneral mathemati-
cal model for multiphase flow through hetero~eneous, anisotropic fractured 
porous media was formulated. The methodologies and techniques employed · 
are documented in the final report. 
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TITLE: Hydraulically Fractured Gas .Wells 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Or. R. 0. Evans, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: · UCF - EIES 
GRANT NUMBER: 10-1626-006 
A B S T R A C T 
This research project was initiated to do some preliminary analysis, 
computer modeling, and proposal preparation in order to obtain a research 
contract on the subject matter from the U. S. Department of Energy. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Reservoir/Well Simulation Development for 
Hydraulically Fractured Gas Wells in Non-
continuous Lenticular Formations 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. R. 0. Evans, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: U. S. Department of Enerqy 
GRANT NUMBER: DE-AC19-80BC10253 
A B S T R A C T 
A mathematical model is being developed and programmed on. a digital 
computer to simulate the flow of a real gas through a reservoir, into a 
long vertical fracture, into the well bore and up the production string to 
the well head at the surface. The model developed will be used to perform 
well test analysis on gas wells completed in noncontinuous lenticular 
formations. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Investigation of Flow Regimes on the Steam-Side 
of Steam Generating Heat Exchangers 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. E. R. Hosler, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: UCF - EIES 
GRANT NUMBER: 11-1699-004 
A B S T R A C T 
From a previous investigation of tube damage problems in the heat 
exchangers used to generate steam in electric utility .Plants, it has be- ·· 
come evident that there is a need to obtain a better understanding of the 
two phase flow hydrodynamics of the steam-water flow in these heat ex-
changers. A basic test facility is being built in order to simulate and 
study in detail these flow characteristics. 
TITLE: UCF Faculty Development Energy Workshop 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Mr. A. Minardi, E.I. and Or. P. J. Bishop, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: U. S. Department of Energy 
GRANT NUMBER: 10-1626-005 
A B S T R A C T 
An energy education workshop will be conducted for elementary school 
teachers from 3 counties in Central Florida to provide information, 
mat erials, and sources on the enerqy situation. Emphasis is placed on 
developing classroom curriculum materials. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Shock Tube Design and Evaluation 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. C. E. Nuckolls, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Naval Research Laboratories 
GRANT NUMBER: 10-2101-038 
A B S T R A C T 
Design and fabritation of the shock tube are described. The theore-
tical amplification factor is 7744 so that a free field explosion of 125 
pounds of TNT can be simulated by the use of approximately 7 grams of 
Oetaprime. Blast gauges were designed and calibrated with free field 
explosions. Measurements of pressure vs time were taken in the shock tube 
at various distances from the point of detonation for various sizes of 
charge. Reduction of the data has shown that the well known and accepted 
scaling laws for free field explosions hold within the shock tube. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Electric Vehicle 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. G. F. Schrader, P.E. and Dr. C. E. Nuckolls, 
P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: UCF - EIES 
GRANT NUMBER: 11-1699-038 
A B S T R A C T 
The purpose of this project was to convert a 1972 AMC Gremlin from an 
internal combustion engine to an electric motor drive so · as to provide a 
basis for future research on electric vehicle characteristics. The 
research vehicle is being designed in accordance with SAE J227a electric 
vehicle test standards for a drivinq range of 50 km at 50 km/hr. For 
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expe~imental purposes, a modified 29 horsepower General Electric DC 
electric motor and a General Electric EHV series controller have been 
installed ·in the vehicle. In addition, the vehicle has been modified to 
provide space for the in~tallation of 18 standard 6-volt automotive 
batteries. It is expected that the vehicle will be operational early in 
the fall of 1980. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: Energy Assessment and Coal Conversion Potential 
of Industrial and Commercial Combustion Systems 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. A. M. Varney, Mr. H. E. Worbs, P.E., and 
Ms. L. Tuliano, E.I. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Florida State Energy Office 
· · GRANT NUMBER: 11-1626-015 
A B S T R A C T 
The Univers.ity of Central Florida, 11epartment of Mecha.nical Engineer-
ing is currently under contract to conduct a technical industrial assess-
ment of the possibilities for significant energy savings i-n the :industrial 
and commercial ·sector through the conversion of current liquid fueled 
.systems to systems burning coal and coal-oil-mixtures. Specifically, the 
project performance is being conducted over a period of nine months and 
consists of the following major tasks: 
Task I (Four Months) A broad engineering study aimed at identifying 
the major industrial and commercial users of fossil fuels in the State of 
Florida. 
Task II (Three Months) An economic analysis to estimate the annual 
oil-equivalent energy savings achievable by the conversion ·of present 
systems to coal/coal-oil-mixture systems. 
Task III (Two Monthst The results of the project will be formulated 
into a broad set ·Of spec i i c recommendations for implementation of a coal 
conversion plan consistent with the State's Energy Doctrine. 
* * * * * * * * 
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TITLE: Technical Assessment of Refined Biomass Burn 
Demonstration at Florida State Hospital 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr . A. M. Varney, P.E. and Mr. J. K. Beck, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCY: Oepartment of Aqriculture and Consumer Affairs 
GRANT NUMRER: 11-1626-016 
A B S T R A C T 
A refinerl biomass burn demonstration was conducted at the Florida 
State Hospital, Chattahoochee , Florida, during January 1980 to assess the 
feasibility .of usinq wood fuel as an alternate energy source for ~he State 
of Florida. Three days of equipment calibration and five days of boiler 
evaluation tests were conducted to document boiler performance and stack 
emission usinq Woodex, low sulphur coal, No. 6 fuel oil, and mixed Woodex-
coal fuels. Woodex is a commercial fuel obtained by compacting wood waste 
products and extrudinq it int o densified pellet form of about 3/16 inch 
diameter. It is essentially moisture-free in its delivered form and is 
easily oulverized. 
The pelletized, refined wood fuel was found to be a feasible alter-
nate fuel in systems originally designed for suspension burning of co~ l . 
A complete switch to pulverized wood fuel will generally .require a re -
sized pulverizer to obtain full boiler thermal capacity. The test data 
indicates that boiler efficiencies wil l be approximately equal on coal, 
wood p~llets, ~nd mixtures of wood and coal. Environmental emission 
standards will. require moderate particulate control for wood operation; 
however, any plant equipped with appropriate coal emission control should 
be able to easily satisfy wood emission requirements. Refined biomass 
wood pellets appear to be an attractive source bf alternate fuel based 
upon the data acquired durinq this study. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: State Technology Applications Center (STAC) 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Mr. H. E. Worbs, P.E. 
SPONSORING AGENCIES: NASA/SUS STAR/Florida Department of Commerce 
GRANT NUMBER: 11-1610-001 
A B S T R A C T 
A joint project of the State University System, NASA, and the Florida 
Oepartment of Commerce, STAC is a computer based information retrieval 
system ~hich of~ers users rapid access to NASA and other data bases 
storinq data on more than ten million published articles related to 
virtuaily every field of human endeavor. This service to business and 
industry is available through field offices of the Department of Corrmerce 
and the Engineerinq Colleges at UCF, USF, UF, and UNF. 
* * * * * * * * 
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ABSTRACTS oF MASTER'S DEGREE RESEARCH REPORTS AND THESES 
TITLE: The Development of Quiet Jet Enqine Technology 
CANDIDATE: Bradley D. Beck 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Dr. Charles E. Nuckolls, P.E. 
A B S T R A C T 
The physical properties and subjective characteristics of sound and 
several special methods of measurinq sound levels are discussed in order 
to orovide a basic understandinq of sound in qeneral and noise in parti-
cular. The Federal Aviation Administration's requlation, FAR 36, which 
stipulates the allowable perceived noise levels produced by coITTilerical jet 
aircraft, is examined in detail. The principle of jet propulsion, the · 
basic components of turbojet and turbofan enqines, the th~ory of aero-
dynamic sound and the origin of the perceived noise decibel (which is the 
basic unit for measuring aircraft noise) are presented to provide an 
understanding of the fundamentals of jet aircraft noise. The origin of 
the jet noise· problem is traced to the introduction of commercial jet air-
craft in i958. The sources of jet engine noise, their generatinq 
mechanisms and the applications of the acoustic desiqn technology incorpo-
rated to reduce the various components of jet enqine noise are identified 
for each qene.ration of jet enqines powering subsonic commercial jet air-
craft: turbojet, low bypass ratio turbofan and high bypass ratio turbo-
fan enqines. The technique used to identify a source of jet engine noise , 
specifically compressor noise, is demonstrated by pr~senting the spectral 
analysts (obtained by utilizinq Fast Fourier Transform Software) of noise 
produced by a sinale stage axial flow fan rig. A review of airport noise, 
due to jet aircraft approaches and takeoffs, throughout the history of 
commercial jet aircraft, demonstrates the proqress the aircraft industry 
has made in reducin9 the noise produced by jet enqines powerinq corrmercial 
jet aircraft. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: A Cavity Absorber for a . Foc~sing Solar Collector 
CANDIDATE: Andrew W. Crapo 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Professor James K. Beck, P.E. 
A B S T R A C T 
The concept of a cavity absorber for use with a focusinq parabolic 
trouqh is developed in this paper. A mathematical model is formulated and 
used to compare different absorber geometries. Limitations of the model 
are discussed and within the ranqe of materials and fabrication methods 
available, the choice of a cylin~rical cavity is substantiated. Relative 
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sizes of the gap and cylinder are chosen for a given mirror arc length, 
focal length, and alignment er ror. The model is used to optimize these 
parameters and predict absorber and collector efficiency. The processes 
of building and testing the absorber are detailed, and test results are 
reported. Observed performance is siqnificantly below that predicted. 
Mirror alignment errors are considered the most likely reason for the 
discrepancy. Other possible improvements to the e~periment are suggested. 
* * * * * * * * 
TITLE: A Passive Cooler for a Humid Climate 
CANO IDATE: S.teven G i 1 bert Ring 
FACULTY ADVISOR: Professor James K. Beck, P.E. 
A B S T R A C T 
This paper will examine a passive cooling system for a humid climate. 
This system will be divided into two parts, a radiative system and an 
evaporative system combined into a roof pond system. Performance of the 
radiative system will be enhanced through the use of a selective cover 
which will make use of an atmospheric window between 8 and 13um. An 
attempt will also be made to thermally isolate the radiative system from 
convective gains with the evaporative system. The evaporative system will 
consist of a water, solvent and dye layer over the selective cover of the 
radiative system. The performance of the evaporative system will be 
enhanced by virtue of the increased vapor pressure made available through 
the use of solvents. The main solvent to be examined shall be methanol. 
The increased vapor pressure shall sufficiently increase the rate of 
evaporative coolinq to a point where useful coolinq is obtained even under 
high humidity conditions. 
It was found that a solution with a 0.8 mole fraction of methanol in 
the evaporative system could cool a sufficiently large water storage to 
45°F usinq a 300 m2 roof pond. This is a heat sink which, if used to 
provide cooling and dehumidification, will provide 576000 BTU of cooling. 
This is the equivalent of a 3 ton unit operating 16 hours a day . . 
It was found that a water layer thicker than 0.1 rrnn would radiatively 
isolate the selective cover, makinq the concept of a liquid thermal 
protection useless as a means of providing only convective protection. 
However, as a selective cover, teflon was found to make the best use of 
the R-13um window. As a result, this would provide 33 BTU/ft2-night as 
compared to 11 BTU/ft2-night for a black cover. It was also found that 
a green or blue and yellow or red dye mixture, when dissolved in water, 
would provide a black surface throughout the visual and infared range. 
* * * * * * * * 
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